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President’s Letter

From the President

Greg Caiazzo
CAPT, CHC, USN-Ret
President MCA

The weather throughout the country has been anything but usual. In fact, it has been downright volatile…
Record droughts in the west and unprecedented rains in the east. The Northeast and Midwest were hit with
more snow this past winter than anyone in my lifetime can remember and we are braced for record heat in
the summer. The weather volatility is only the beginning. Unrest in cities like Ferguson and Baltimore and
dissatisfaction with the relationship between Police and Citizenry is widespread. Racial tensions and unfair
treatment are at a breaking point. Where are the “Faith Group Leaders” in the midst of all of this? I have
yet to see a report on the news or read anything about how religious leaders were bringing people together to
find solutions and reconciliation. Many of you will remember the racial tensions in the services in the 1960s.
I know many chaplains who were key in bringing people together for dialogue to find workable solutions to
ease strains and to share responsibility for the future. You probably have more stories than I do. Whether
you are retired, working with our veterans or still in active service, I hope that you are using your ministry
and the training you received to bring people together for meaningful dialogue. This is especially important
for our retired and former chaplains who are living in these very communities. If you are not now involved,
please bring all that experience where it can make a difference.
We at MCA are trying to do just that as we continue to work on ways to influence leadership to provide the
best possible environment where our chaplains, service members and veterans can practice their faith and
have the support to live out their faith lives. At every level of leadership, we are impressed with the response
that we have been given not only verbally but with active engagement in the work that we care so much
about. In recent months, we have met with all the Chiefs of Chaplains for the services and the National
Conference on Ministry to the Armed Forces to outline continued strategies. The enclosed report from
Chaplain Lyman Smith will give you more details about where we are going for the future. This is a bold
step to continue to be relevant as we move forward. Our National Executive Committee met in Columbia,
SC, and gave their wholehearted support and even made commitments to execute the program. This is a
direction that we have not gone before but we believe that it will be an important step for the future.
While we were in Columbia, we made courtesy calls on the two Commandants and the one Commanding
Officer of the three Chaplain Schools and had the opportunity to meet with some of the students attending
courses there. It is always encouraging to see the next generation of young chaplains who are excited about
ministry and are committed to the same ideals that we all share. The training at the chaplain schools is first
class and the courses are on target to work with this generation of soldiers, sailors, marines, airmen, and
coast guardsmen and women.
Our bold efforts need your continuing support. More than half our memberships are life members. That is
certainly a great thing but to continue our work we need operating revenue. Your contributions will allow
us to move forward and to be where we need to be serving the people we need to serve and value. Please
consider an extra donation during what is usually our down time for revenue… the summer… Ask your
congregations to make a designated offering to our continued efforts. Every little bit helps.
Our National Institute is only six months away. We will be joining the Military Officers Association of
America (MOAA) in Orlando at the end of October. Our relationship with this great organization has been
growing over the past few years and we could not be happier. We share many of the same concerns and
goals and the synergy between our two organizations brings “punch” to the important issues that we value.
We look forward to seeing many of you there.
We hope that you enjoy our summer issue and we look forward to your feedback. God’s Blessings on all of
you and your families.
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Executive Director

A Future of Promise

Robert G. Certain
Ch, Col, USAF-Ret
Executive Director MCA

The second half of 2015 holds substantial promise for the future of the Military Chaplains Association.
Your National Executive Committee adopted the Strategic Plan (From 90 to 95) and made personal
commitments to turn the proposal into reality. Here are some of the commitments made: direct
honoraria and mortuary fees to the MCA, offer support to local MOAA chapters, recruit eligible
friends and denominational chaplains for membership, take up designated offerings, develop and post
service bulletin covers for military observances (Four Chaplains, Memorial Day, Veterans Day, military
funerals), renew and publish tri-fold brochure, begin or increase personal financial support, sponsor a
young chaplain for membership.
Financial development beyond member dues and contributions is also showing some new progress. Jan
McCormack reported on the progress of a potential contribution from another organization dedicated to
developing the ministry of chaplains in the armed forces. I reported on progress for corporate support
from several sources in advertising and in direct financial contributions.
Mike Langston (CAPT, CHC, USN-Ret) and Jan McCormack (Ch, LtCol, USAF-Ret) presented the
results of the first year of our mentorship program for chaplain candidates. They also discussed the
development of our Professional Military Chaplaincy program, and Lyman Smith (CAPT, CHC, USNRet) noted expressed interest in that proposal by the various Chiefs of Chaplains.
Members of the MCA also qualify for, and in many cases already have, membership in other veteran
organizations: MOAA, VFW, MOPH, the American Legion, AMVETS, VVA, IAVA, AFA, AUSA,
AUSN and many of the other member organizations of the Military Coalition. We currently have at
least three National Chaplains and one State Chaplain serving in them. As we learn of more members
serving as post chaplains for other organizations, and as more of our members volunteer their services,
we would like to know who you are. Drop us a note, send a photo, or write a story.
MOAA: I hope all of our current, retired, and former commissioned chaplains are also members of
that much bigger officer’s association. If not, I urge you to go to their website (www.moaa.org) and
investigate the benefits. Among other things, they will alert you to pending federal legislation and
provide you with sample emails, letters and postcards to send to your Senators and Representative.
Membership in both the MCA and MOAA will also make your attendance in Orlando more profitable.
Worship in Orlando: Please notice on the AMNI page (p. 4) that we will be conducting worship
services each day in Orlando (Jewish, Catholic, and Protestant) and will be inviting everyone present to
join us. If you would like to lead one or more of them, please let us know by USPS or email so we can
set the schedule before we arrive. We will recruit chaplains to fill any holes.
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2015 MCA Annual Meeting
& National Institute
This year the Military Chaplains Association will hold its annual meeting in conjunction
with the Annual Meeting of the Military Officers Association of America

October 28-31, 2015
Buena Vista Palace Hotel
Orlando, FL
Wednesday, October 28, 2015 – Casual Attire
u
u

Travel Day for all MCA members
6:00 p.m.: National Executive Committee and
Finance Committee dinner

Saturday, October 31 – Business Attire
u
u
u

Thursday, October 29 – Business Attire
u
u
u

u
u
u

7:00 a.m. – 7:45 a.m.: Worship services
(Catholic, Protestant, Jewish)1
8:00 a.m. – Noon: NEC/FC meeting
8:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. – MCA members/spouses
participate in MOAA schedule2
u Workshops
u Career Fair
Noon – 1:00: NEC/FC Working Lunch
1:00 – 5:00 p.m.: NEC/FC meeting
6:00: MCA Awards Banquet

u
u
u

8:00 – 9:15 a.m.: Congressional Appreciation
Breakfast2
9:30 – 11:00 a.m.: MOAA Annual Meeting2
11:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.: MOAA Chairman’s
Luncheon2
1:00 – 4:00 p.m.: Workshops2
4:00 – 5:00 p.m.: Worship services
(Catholic, Protestant, Jewish) 1
6:00 – 9:00 p.m.: MOAA Levels of Excellence
Awards Dinner2

Sunday, November 1, 2015 – Casual Attire
u
1
2

Departure day

Worship services will be open to all attendees
MOAA events. Registration required

Friday, October 30 – Business Attire
u
u

u
u
u
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7:00 – 7:45 a.m.: Worship services
(Catholic, Protestant, Jewish) 1
8:00 – 11:30 a.m.: National Institute
Presentations (MOAA members/spouses
welcome)
Noon – 1:30: Emerson Luncheon
2:00 – 5:00 p.m.: Annual Business Meeting
& Memorial Service
6:30 – 9:00 p.m.: MOAA Community
Heroes Awards Night2
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Complete details and registration information
will be posted on the MOAA and MCA websites
and announced in the weekly email as soon as
they are complete. They will also be included in
the September edition of The Military Chaplain
magazine. Paper registration forms will be
mailed to MCA members on request.
Online registration will open on Aug 1 and
close on Sep 15.

Strategic Plan

Going from 90 to 95
The MCA Strategic Framework – 2015 – 2020
Anniversaries provide unique opportunities
to give thanks for the past and plan for the
future. As the MCA gives thanks for our
first 90 years we must also consider the road
ahead; specifically how to we go from 90 to
95 as we continue to provide the vital Voice
for Chaplaincy within our federal system.
Our unique structure and position makes it
critical that we consider not only our prior
accomplishments but the challenges which
lie ahead.
For 90 years the MCA has been a
Professional Organization dedicated to
the business of chaplaincy. We now include
and support chaplaincy in all branches of
our uniformed services, the Department of
Veterans Affairs, and the Civil Air Patrol.
At nearly 1,500 strong, we have members
in 49 states, the District of Columbia, the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and five
foreign countries. We are a member of
The Military Coalition, the Veteran’s Day
National Committee, and are regularly
consulted by government and private
organizations when issues arise not only
about chaplaincy but also about federal
service in the military and the support
provided by the VA to our nation’s veterans
and their families.
Our distinct position within our nation’s
landscape of service, honor, and faith
compels us to reach forward, making
provision for future needs and challenges
even as we continue to support and honor
those who have gone before. To this end, the
MCA National Executive Committee (NEC)
met in Columbia, SC at Fort Jackson, home

of the Armed Forces Chaplaincy Center, in
April of this year. Through much discussion
and deliberation (and yes, we prayed as
well) the members of the NEC adopted a
five year strategic framework to guide our
service into the future.
The Challenges of Chaplaincy
Chaplaincy faces a number of challenges
as the nation continues to respond to the
changes both within and outside our borders.
An increasingly diverse demographic,
both ethnically and religiously, coupled
with an increasingly important emphasis
on personal identity has is creating more
polarization in our overall society. We are
challenged by the very concept of how to
describe and define religion as many exert
individual rights and the world shrinks
through technological development. We see
an even smaller percentage of the population
entering military service. Budgets are
stretched as more and more demands are
made on our national wealth. The end result
is the military is in flux, the VA is strained,
and chaplains seeking to minister in these
environments are increasingly called on to
have more skills and be prepared for wider
concepts of support and service.
Moving forward the MCA must respond to
these changes or gradually lose all relevance
and credibility in speaking to the issues of
chaplaincy. The move forward will be both
energetic and challenging as our resources
at present are limited even though our
desires have not waned. We will do things
differently than we have in the past; not
because the past was wrong but because the

service we are called to provide has been
transformed. To get to 95 we will need the
investment, both monetarily and personally
of all our members and the help of many
beyond our own circles.
Strategic Considerations
The MCA from its inception has been
dedicated to the concept of professionalism
in all we do. We are the appropriate voice
for providing a professional concept of
chaplaincy within the institutions we
serve as supporter, adviser and friend.
We believe now is the time to concretize
the concept of professional chaplaincy by
creating a certification for professional
military chaplaincy followed closely by
a certification for professional veteran’s
health care chaplaincy. By providing such
certifications which chaplains in these fields
of ministry are able to pursue, we will help
to establish standards of practice which will
be true for all called to this service. These
certifications will also help those charged
with overseeing, supporting, and working
with chaplains to understand the nature of
chaplaincy and know what to expect from
the chaplains they count as their colleagues.
Chaplaincy by definition is an institutional
ministry entered into by those who
volunteer and are sent from many different
faith communities. Institutional chaplains
understand their ministry will differ
markedly from that which they might
provide if ministering in their own faith
communities. Not only will the nature of
the ministry be significantly different but
Continued on page 20 >
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Camino Blessing

Camino Blessing
CH (LTC) Robert Blessing, USAR
The Rev. Bob Blessing describes war’s
defining moments with only a slight trace of
humor: “Relationships count, and if nobody’s
blowing you up or shooting at you — it’s a
good day.” Bob’s tour of duty in Iraq included
a considerable amount of both explosions and
shootings, prompting a serious “reflective
mode” as he set out on his journey to Spain.
“I’m really dealing with life and resurrection.
Remembering all the lives and how they
served, to me, is crucial,”
In April, Bob embarked on a trek across the
Camino de Santiago de Compostela. His
purpose was to continue the healing of his
unseen wounds of war. Here are portions of
his journal.

Insight: Don’t let yourself become an angry
bull. They all end up dead at the matador’s
feet. (Earnest Hemmingway made the
running of the bulls in Pamplona famous.)
Inspiration: After many hours of little
sleep, little food and confusing guidance in
a different language, I was very irritable.
The very inner anger I was looking to shed
became the central focus as I was moving to
the beginning of what I hoped is to become
a deep release of very negative thoughts and
dreams. Yet reflecting upon this awareness of
the anger in me has become a gift to me as
I finally am bringing to the front of my soul
some of the related anger I have to war in
Iraq. I imagine more will come in the future.
Blessings upon you all.

April 16: Location: yesterday, Iron
Mountain, last day of preparation. Exhausted,
back and feet ache, tired and ready to rest.
(traveling for the next 2 days)
Insight: Sometimes you begin a trip of
refreshment, tired. Anne and I finished a study
with friends after our walk and I just wanted
to collapse and go to bed. Not a great start for
a 500-mile walk.
Inspiration: Jesus said in a parable “a seed
must fall to the ground and die for it to bring
new life”. I am discovering that in order for
healing to come in my life I need to let go of
some things that I have held onto as a prime
value that tire me and trust that God will
lead me to those things that bring life. I am
learning that often times healthy change starts
with being so exhausted with the ordeal you
are suffering that you are finally willing to let
go of that which holds you back or traps you
and begin a new journey that will revitalize
you. So get tired!!!

April 19: I have arrived in France. The trip
starts tomorrow April 19.
Insight: Read the legend of a map and
understand what it says. I was shocked
to learn that my elevation gain of 1420
was not in feet but in meters. That meant
a five thousand foot gain in just 12 miles.
Understanding the legend would have
lessened the shock.
Inspiration: Whatever faith book, group of
people, morals and tenants you hold to, don’t
assume you know them without becoming
intimate with the source. The closer I draw
to my God, the more I discover His thoughts
and ways and my faith deepens. He becomes
more alive to me and He will come alive to
you as well. His thoughts and ways are for
you to discover too.

April 18: Location: Travel from San Diego
CA to Pamplona, Spain
6
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April 21: Location: Zubiri, terrain,
mountainous.
Insight: A great friend is one that can walk
with you in silence.
Inspiration: There is a human need to fill
the silences that develop in our relationships

Camino Blessing

with people by conversation or commentary.
I am learning from my fellow pilgrims that I
can be silent walking with them and discover
great comfort in friendship and peace in spite
of all that is new and strange around me. I
offer an experiment: try taking a real walk
on a beach or trail with your companion
being identified as your Father in heaven and
just be with Him in silence, not asking for,
conversing or complaining about some issue.
Then enjoy His presence and discover His
friendship in that silence. It may seem strange
at first but God enjoys that silent time with
you.
April 22: Location: Hills before Puente de
La Reina - 100 kilometers into the journey.
Insight: The great gift of companions.
Yesterday, I walked with a company of
soldiers from Spain’s Mountain Infantry
Division for about 3 kilometers. They
were walking 60 kilometers of the Camino
for training in less than one day. Using a
translator they discovered that I am a soldier
and immediately I was included into the
band of brothers with warm welcomes and
encouragement. They shared some of the
same problems within their souls in response
to the violence they experienced during
their deployments. What a great connection,
though my feet paid for it later due to the
pace they set.
Inspiration: Be in awe of the great gift of
those who walk with you in life. You have
parents, children and siblings as well as
friends, mentors and teachers who impart
wisdom, love and confidence towards your
journey of life. Being alone on the Camino is
part of the experience to heal and refresh but
the gift for me is sharing the experience at the
end of the day with others who have walked
the same path, priceless. See who is walking
with you today and give thanks for them.

April 23: Location: Puente La Reina.
Insight: Bruised feet notice every stone on
the path. Healthy feet notice the journey. My
feet have bruises, blisters and ankle twists.
They have met every pebble and rock along
the path of the Camino. I don’t see much of
the journey because of the rocks.
Inspiration: When your soul is bruised by
hurt, anger, loss, betrayal and separation you
are sensitive to all the remarks, weaknesses,
and insults of other people and even become

upset with God. A person, who is whole and
healthy and heals from the bruises of life, is
able to enjoy the path and the journey and not
be offended by the weaknesses of others. We
can see the joy, the peace and happiness and
choose to celebrate the beauty and good in
the midst of the craziness.
April 24: Location: Estella, Spain. Rolling
plains in the beautiful countryside.
Insight: “500 Miles, 500 Miles” is a bad
The Military Chaplain • Summer 2015
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Camino Blessing

song to sing when you have only completed 100 miles but a good
song to sing is “100 bottles of beer on the wall”. That gives hope.
Every night we are offered all the wine we can drink as we eat the
pilgrim meals. If you struggle with alcohol issues I apologize. Wine is
one of the hardships of the Camino. I joke. It helps to lessen the pain
of the feet.
Inspiration: Live the day, the moment, the present. Listen to the
birds, the bells, the barking dogs and feel the rocks underneath you
and rejoice. Take a beer, remember the day, remember the journey,
remember the good, the painful losses and the sadness experienced.
Also remember to enjoy the vivacious experience of living life in the
present.
April 26: Location: Najera, Spain in the rain. (Californians, do you
remember rain?)
Insight: Rejoice with those who rejoice and weep with those who
weep. Healing comes in many ways. This is a gift of the Camino.
Inspiration: Doctors, Chaplains, Pastors and spiritual directors
please reflect on this. I was sharing with a fellow pilgrim the story of
my losses in Iraq, the effect upon my children and wife, the struggle
to this day with sadness, edginess and nightmares as she shared her
suffering as a pilgrim.
The next morning she shared with me that she had cried for me for
several hours. I did not know what to say. I thanked her and started
walking. That day I thought deeply about what she said, and later, I
began to weep because here was a fellow pilgrim who hardly knew
me crying for my loss. What care and empathy. I have never had
someone weep on my behalf and understand the sadness in my soul.
I felt a load lift from me. More to come on this as I discover what this
means.
April 28: Location: Santo Domingo, Spain: the town where the
cooked chicken came alive. (True, or at least it is a good story.)
Insight: Have a daily beer with God. What do I mean? Relax and
enjoy a conversation with him over any questions or subject that
matters to you. Imagine what a relaxed conversation with Jesus might
be like. In the Episcopal, Catholic, and Lutheran churches we have
something called “Theology on Tap.” This is where we talk about
God, sharing knowledge and insights about Him with others who
think about Him.
Inspiration: Today, I had the joy to talk to God about you as if I was
sitting around a table with a beer in my hand talking with a best friend
about another friend. As we talk we remember the things you do, the
8
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people and families you belong, to the units you are tied to and the
deep connections you have with other people. And as we talk about
you, I trust that God knows who you are and will be touching your
life in a way that is best for you. We laugh and cry together about
you. In this joy and love that I feel God has for you, I know that He is
directing His power and love to the situations you asked me to pray
for.
April 30: Location: Tosanto, Spain, a passing point of Saint Francis
of Assisi.
Insight: Always ask the question, “What am I doing?” My answer
came back, “you are here to meditate.”
Inspiration: I am seeing a lot of cows. When they eat they keep
bringing the hay up from their stomach many times over. They are
ruminating over their food. My focus for meditation prayer is what
Thomas a Kempis calls, “a familiar friendship with
Jesus.” From many angles I am approaching my relationship with
God to sort out the genuine and real connection with Him from the
pious jargon and arrogance that comes when you are assuming to
speak for Him in a church or battlefield. My personal weaknesses
reveal themselves when I engage Him this way but so too does the
confidence in my real friendship with Him as well. I encourage you to
chew on the Word of God in your life and discover what is authentic
in your life.
Let him speak to you.
May 3: This is from a friend who had a great insight for me. I would
like to share it with you.
Location: Inside our soul.
Insight: “Suffering introduces you to yourself.” I think that is a quote
from Paul Tillich.
Inspiration: When you (or I) are suffering, physically, emotionally
or spiritually, we begin to find our limits. My impatience, anger, inner
stuff (good and bad) all bubbles to the top--others may have been able
to see those things plainly before, but now what was hidden from
others or especially me is becoming plainly viewed as the foam at the
top. In that case, perhaps as you or I become more aware of what is
inside ourselves and if we own it, we have a better chance to deal with
it. And since you or I are at your limits, we are more likely to invite
God into the process in a way that health and self-sufficiency typically
prevent us from doing. We experience this with sickness, death, loss,
separation, divorce etc. Many on this pilgrimage carry a heavy load
and this is why they are here. Do I really want to be thankful for

Camino Blessing

suffering? Um.... well...uh...I do have to admit that a certain amount
of suffering is inevitable in this life. (Job 5:7 – “As sparks fly upward,
so man is born to trouble.”) So if I must suffer in whatever ways, let
me not waste it, but use it as an opportunity to know myself better and
for me as a follower of Christ I want to become more acquainted with
the suffering of the One who loves me, suffered for me. (Philippians
3:10-11 – “I want to know Christ—yes, to know the power of his
resurrection and participation in his sufferings, becoming like him
in his death, and so, somehow, attaining to the resurrection from the
dead.”)
I do not wish to suffer but perhaps it is true that all growth is
painful, in that it means letting go of one set of perceived realities
for something better, truer, more eternal. Nonetheless, letting go,
even of the chains that held us back, can involve grief. But our grief
can be turned to joy, just as the disciples’ grief was turned to joy on
Easter morn as the reality of the Resurrection dawned on them (pun
intended). This is the Easter season. Let us rejoice in His suffering for
us and in the opportunity that suffering holds out for us to become like
him – both in his death (ouch) and in his resurrection (yea!)
May 6: Location: Villalcazar de Sirga
Insight: Be true to yourself, take a hike. In the plains of Spain where
it mainly rains you have great stretches to think. As I walk the plains
the reflection of the many layers of my soul came to mind as I saw
an onion being peeled for dinner, layer from layer until the center
was revealed. In taking a spiritual hike you move to that place where
you can peel away and see each layer of what was in your past and in
your present, of what is healthy and of what in you is damaged and
wounded. You come to who you really are at your core, for good or
for bad.
Inspiration: In a good hike you struggle with the pain, fatigue and
exhaustion which keeps you in the present. Likewise, your soul
will struggle and cause you to deal with present issues in your life.
When you feel the layers of your soul peel away by confronting the
deceptions, false images and lies you present to the world around you
and by seeking healing and wholeness for the hidden wounds, you
may come to your genuine self; you may be pleased to find what a
free, genuine and joyful person exists within.
May 8: Location: Mansilla de las Mulas
Insight. Shock treatment works. I was traveling with two
companions, one who was a California fireman and a woman from
Australia. They were a happy go lucky couple who love to have fun.

We were at a coffee bar and they took off first and I said I would catch
up with them. I lost sight of them, and so I hurried to catch up with
them. All of a sudden they jumped out from behind the corner and
screamed at me. They scared the life out of me. But then they grabbed
me, hugged me and laughed at my shocked reaction. They were
playing and I could not help but join in with their joy. Normally, do
not do this to a soldier. You might get a very negative reaction.
Inspiration. Normally surprises like what they did would make me
very angry and edgy. But this surprise followed by hugs, laughter and
love changed my reaction to their surprise. Surprises with love may be
able to heal someone.
May 9: Location: Leon, Spain. Taking a day’s break.
Insight: The outer trail is fixed; only the inner path can be changed.
Inspiration: I can curse the weather, my aching feet, the rocks and the
downhill trail, but it won’t change a thing. The awareness of my inner
journey to release my control over the uncontrollable can transform
my soul to peace and allow joy back into my life. I can assure you that
walking 300 miles gets your attention and makes you realize that you
have little control over anything. But that’s okay because you create
your own response to whatever blows your way by inviting God’s
presence into that situation. I am finding I can laugh again when I
want to tell my boots to take a hike.
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Theology of Suffering

Theology Of Suffering
Ch, Maj, Kathy Scott, USAF
Chaplain Scott recently completed her
fourth unit as a resident in the Clinical
Pastoral Education program at 59th
Medical Wing, San Antonio Military
Medical Center (SAMMC), Joint Base San
Antonio (JBSA)-Fort Sam Houston, Texas.
This month she begins her new assignment
at the Air Force Chaplain Corps College
located at Ft. Jackson, SC.
“Theology of Suffering” is the study and
understanding of God in the midst of
suffering. To attempt to describe suffering
with a list would limit and invalidate the
extent of suffering that people experience.
What one person defines as suffering may
not even register in another person’s mind
or experience. What is true of suffering,
however, is the journey, and in the journey is a story of transformation
that involves God, the one suffering and often times others. As a
chaplain caring for individuals who suffer, I offer hope, grace, and
mercy; that in the midst of the journey, there is always a ray of light to
be found, however dim that light may shine, it is present with us as we
travel the journey of life.
Suffering is a part of life. According to Douglas Hall, “It is a
1
dimension, and a very prominent one, of life itself.” That being
said, we are all experts in suffering. Experts, not in the sense of
skillfully knowing how to resolve, work through, or accept suffering,
but rather experts as a result of experience, at some point or another,
each and every person will experience some level of suffering. The
suffering I experience on a day-to-day basis is parenting. I call it
2
suffering because so often, things are not “as it should be.” What
should be, is not what is. My children should appreciate the food
I prepare and eat their dinner. Instead, what is: Sophia grudgingly
eats half her food so that she can get a piece of candy, and Simeon
looks at what he considers foreign objects on his plate (FOD in the
aircraft maintenance world). FOD, or Foreign Object Debris, is any
10
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object on an airfield runway that has the
potential of destroying an aircraft engine
or personnel that come in contact with the
object. Simeon looks at the food on his
plate as if it is FOD, ready to destroy his
digestive system if contact is made, and in
his frustration he pushes the plate away and
spills the milk. I should be a calm, nonanxious parent and not cry over the spilled
milk, but instead there are times when
my frustration reaches a limit and I react
negatively. My children should clean up
their toys after playtime. Instead, what is: I
clean up most of the toys while the children
reach for other toys to play with. My
children should be obedient and do what I
ask. Instead, what is: Sophia screams and
runs the other direction and Simeon throws
away something of value in the trashcan. I
am left to wonder what heathens I am raising and contributing to the
world. What is, is not what should be, and that is suffering.
My suffering informs my ministry to those in a hospital setting. For
patients also, what is, is not what should be. Instead of what should
be a full career in the Air Force, what is, is an Airman who suffered
a motorcycle accident and above knee amputation. Instead of what
should be a promising future to include a husband and family, what
is, is a funeral service because the seat belt the young woman used
malfunctioned and as a result she was thrown from the vehicle and
died. Instead of what should be a retirement from an exciting career
in the Air Force, what is, is cancer that robbed her future of life in this
world. In each interaction I hear stories of longing for what should
be, and looking for the hope in what actually is. And even though I
may not experience what the patient is experiencing, I am aware of
suffering from my own story that comes from the reality of what is
and the longing for what should be.
Richard Rohr, in his book, Breathing Under Water, quotes the ancient
Greek dramatist, Aeschylus (525-456 BC): “He who learns must

Theology of Suffering

suffer and even in our sleep, pain that cannot forget falls drop by
drop upon the heart. And in our own despair, against our own will,
3
comes wisdom, comes to us by the awful grace of God.” Before
Sophia was born, Chris and I considered the name we would give
her, and at the time wisdom seemed appropriate for where we were
in life as new parents. Now, I see myself still praying for wisdom as
I parent. Wisdom comes, comes to me by the grace of God. Grace is
what should be in suffering. Grace is the learning and transforming
that takes place in the midst of what is. Grace is aware of what is,
and offers the power and presence of God in the midst of suffering to
grieve the loss of what should be and accept what is. Jesus did this in
the garden of Gethsemane (Matthew 26:36-45). He asked three times
for the cup to be removed, but if not (grieving the loss and accepting
what is), then His Father’s will be done (what should be). This is
not to say that God desires suffering, but to communicate that in our
suffering God is present with us, Jesus has suffered with and for us,
and in His place the Holy Spirit intercedes for us.
A wonderful picture of presence in the midst of suffering is at the foot
of the cross. Mary the mother of Jesus, Mary Magdalene, and John
huddled together as they witnessed Jesus on the cross (John 19:2527). There was nothing they could do; the Jewish religious leaders
got their way with Pontius Pilate, and the Romans were tasked with
the brutality and execution. There were no words that would bring
comfort or turn events around; there was no amount of touch that
could bring healing. God was present in all the suffering: the torture,
the tears, the blood, and the pain. “What should be” and “what is”
intersected for a moment in history when Jesus died. Jesus’ suffering
on the cross that ended in death appeared to be the end. At the bedside
in the hospital room, my presence in the midst of suffering can bring
the hope that this suffering is not the end. Jesus’ death on the cross
was not the end.
There is hope in God’s presence and grace. I think of the Scripture
in Isaiah: “Do not fear, for I have redeemed you; I have summoned
you by name; you are mine. When you pass through the waters, I
will be with you; and when you pass through the rivers, they will not
sweep over you. When you walk through the fire, you will not be
burned; the flames will not set you ablaze. For I am the Lord your

God, the Holy One of Israel, your Savior” (Isaiah 43:1-3). Jesus is
my Savior; His presence and my redemption are not dependent upon
my invitation. There have been many times I have been in the middle
of an inconvenience and did not even bother to check in with God.
Things could have turned out differently had I asked for the wisdom I
named Sophia after. But because of God’s great love and faithfulness,
His mercies are new every morning (Lamentations 3:22-23). The
weeping may last for a night, but the joy comes in the morning (Psalm
30:5). Each day, my portion of God’s grace is renewed, my cup
overflows. Each day I am given the freedom to choose differently,
and each day I have the opportunity to respond with grace rather than
emotional outburst. Again to borrow from Douglas Hall, “suffering
4
is becoming” the person God calls me to be. In my interactions
with patients, I bring the hope that each new day brings with it new
mercies; God’s presence and grace are present regardless of invitation.
I invite the patient to become in their suffering.
For the patient, God’s grace may enter in their lives through a
new medicine or therapy to try, or perhaps a new perspective on
dealing with pain. God’s grace may present itself through renewed
relationships with distanced family members, or friends who have
the opportunity to give in a way they have not in the past, or church
members looking to serve the sick in their community. Suffering
levels the playing field where forgiveness and reconciliation have
potential as the most valuable players. Suffering opens the door to
love, allowing the light of love to enter and shine in corners that have
been darkened for so long by our blind spots. God offers grace in the
midst of suffering.
God’s grace is present in the routine of returning home from work.
Simeon greets me with a big smile and energetic hug. I then give
Sophia a hug and kiss as she is actively engaged in a craft project.
Simeon then directs me, “Mommy, kiss Daddy!” That particular day
was the first time Simeon vocalized what he had observed as the
routine; for me I experienced it as one loud declaration of God’s grace
that is present each and every day I experience my family reunion.
God’s grace is present as doctors, nurses and technicians all contribute
to the care of the patient. God’s grace is present in the healing touch
The Military Chaplain • Summer 2015
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that works in and through the hands, hearts and minds of those who
administer care to the patient. God’s grace is present long before a
patient enters the operating room, because God prepares the way of
all those involved with the procedure. This is my prayer for those in
Same Day Surgery: “God prepares the way, may you experience the
peace and presence of God this day in surgery, and for days to come
in recovery.”

our suffering. Sometimes the light is dim with the possibility of being
missed, but it is there should we choose to recognize it. Other times,
the light is so bright we can be left wondering why we did not see it,
but that is because it has overcome the darkness of suffering that is.
1

2

The story of transformation is the suffering as becoming, and that is
the grace of God. As a chaplain, I bring into focus God’s presence and
grace in the midst of suffering. God’s presence and grace are the rays
of light along the journey that presents itself in a multitude of ways in

3

4

Douglas John Hall, God & Human Suffering, Minneapolis:
Augsburg Publishing House, 1986, 184.
Ibid., 50.
Richard Rohr, Breathing Under Water, Cincinnati, OH: St. Anthony
Messenger Press, 2011, recorded audio version.
Hall, 70-71.
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Civil Air Patrol

NCR/RMR Chaplain Corps Staff College of Professional Development 2015

Attendees: front row, l to r, Ch. Gail Axen (NE Wing), Ch. Eugene Packer (RMR), Ch. Ron Tottingham (NCR), Ch. James Hughes (NHQ), Ch.
Ken Van Loon (NCR), Ch. David Poland (MO Wing), Ch. Dan Hudson (NCR) (Director).
middle row, l to r, Ch. Don Mikitta (MN Wing), Ch. Jeffrey Williams (CO Wing), Ch. Anthony Barros (OK Wing), Ch. Larry Biederman ( NE Wing),
CDI Sylvia Small , CMsgt (ret.) Bob Dandridge (IL Wing).
back row, l to r, Ch. Roger Gillming (NE Wing), Ch. Leonard Hale (MO Wing), Ch. Jeff Johnson (WY Wing), Ch. John Murdoch (IN Wing), CDI
Linda Poland (MO Wing), CDI Shirley Rodriguez (KS Wing), CDI Christel Houston (CO Wing).

MAXWELL AIR FORCE BASE, Ala. –
The North Central Region (NCR)/ Rocky
Mountain Region (RMR) Chaplain Corps
Staff College of Professional Development
College 2015 of the Civil Air Patrol (CAP)
was directed by Ch., Lt Col, Dan Hudson,
PhD, 13-16 April 2015 at the Columban
Fathers Retreat Center, Bellevue NE. Both
the NCR Chaplain, Lt Col, Ron Tottingham
and RMR Chaplain, Lt Col, Eugene Packer
hosted the college, while Ch, Lt Col David
Poland served as Staff Chaplain. We had
the CAP Chief of Chaplains Ch, Col James
Hughes; and one former CAP Chief of
Chaplain Ch, Col John Murdoch, IN Wing,
joined in the event. Col. Robert Todd, NCR
Commander addressed the attendees.
Our key training event was a Training
Leaders of Cadets Course led by CMSgt
(Ret.) Bob Dandridge. Additional Chaplain
Corp sessions on Aerospace Education,

Cadet Programs and Emergency Services
were conducted, as well as a variety of tours
in the area.
The graduation banquet was held at the
Papillion (NE) Latter Day Saint Stake
Center. Ch. John Murdoch brought the
challenge to the attendees, the Cadet Color
Guard was from the Gen. Curtis Lemay
Composite Squadron, Ch. John Murdoch
sang the National Anthem and a selection of
patriotic songs.
Graduates received certificates of attendance,
three students graduated and Staff College
Staff received certificates for their support.
The 2016 event is scheduled 18-21 April.
The Civil Air Patrol, the official auxiliary of
the U.S. Air Force, is a nonprofit organization
with 61,000 members nationwide, operating

a fleet of 550 aircraft. CAP, in its Air Force
auxiliary role, performs 90 percent of
continental U.S. inland search and rescue
missions as tasked by the Air Force Rescue
Coordination Center and is credited by
the AFRCC with saving an average of 80
lives annually. Its volunteers also perform
homeland security, disaster relief and drug
interdiction missions at the request of federal,
state and local agencies. The members play
a leading role in aerospace education and
serve as mentors to more than 26,000 young
people currently participating in the CAP
cadet programs. CAP received the World
Peace Prize in 2011 and has been performing
missions for America for 71 years. CAP also
participates in Wreaths Across America,
an initiative to remember, honor and teach
about the sacrifices of U.S. military veterans.
Visit www.gocivilairpatrol.com or www.
capvolunteernow.com for more information.
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Archbishop Broglio Credits
U.S. Armed Forces for
Respecting Religious Freedom
By Tom Tracy
Copyright © 2015 Catholic News Service
www.CatholicNews.com Reprinted with
permission of CNS
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. (CNS) -Catholic military chaplains continue to enjoy
sufficient freedom and standing to carry out
their ministry, the head of the Archdiocese
for the Military Services told a group of legal
professionals.
Archbishop Timothy P. Broglio said during
an address April 23 to 200 Catholic judges,
lawyers and elected officials at the annual
awards ceremony of the St. Thomas More
Society of South Florida that the armed
services recognize and support religious
freedom and the free exercise of religion
by U.S. servicemen and servicewomen
worldwide.

“Generally, I would consider the relations
with the armed forces and the military
hierarchy good. There is no real difficulty in
seeing or speaking with the highest levels in
the military or with base commanders,” he
said.
Archbishop Broglio noted that Catholics
constitute the largest faith group of the 244
religious communities recognized by the U.S.
armed forces.
“My position is respected by most of the
other confessions, even if occasionally there
might be a bit of envy for the treatment
accorded me,” the archbishop said. “Our
services, religious education programs
and other activities generally have the best
attendance. We also have something to share
with others, not in terms of proselytism,
but in terms of a world view and a certain
expertise in humanity.”

“While my appointment was made by
Pope Benedict XVI, the role is respected
by the military, and the parameters I set for
the practice of the Catholic faith are those
recognized by the military hierarchy,” he
said. “For a priest to become a chaplain or
to fulfill the responsibilities of a contract
of a Catholic priest, he must have my
endorsement.”

However, the archbishop admitted to facing
major challenges. Among them, he cited the
need to ensure that there are enough priests
to minister as military chaplains -- something
he described as difficult -- and to advocate
that Catholic priests be accorded the same
considerations given to other professionals,
such as medical personnel.

Despite what some might hear, he added,
what a priest, rabbi or minister does
in the context of a religious service is
determined by his or her faith group. “That
there are religious services is a command
responsibility; what happens during them is
the province of the faith group,” he added.

He said he must advocate at times that
Catholics in the armed forces not be
subjected to “being saved” by others. He
also works to ensure sufficient funding for
core aspects of Catholic ministry, including
reception of the sacraments, religious
education, sacramental preparation and
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enrichment of adult communities.
“In those instances, I always find it helpful
to remind others that the Constitution
guarantees freedom of religion and not
merely freedom of worship, and they
are two very different things. Sometimes
that distinction obliges me to explain the
parameters of the Catholic program or to
argue for the funds and provisions necessary
to make that freedom of religion a reality and
not merely a platitude,” the archbishop said.
In the seven years he has served with the
archdiocese for the military services, the
question most often asked of is, “Is it true that
priests cannot use the name of Jesus?” The
answer is, he said, “No, it is not true. It only
becomes an issue if he is praying at some
action which is not a religious function, such
as a change of command, night prayers on a
ship or at a promotion ceremony. There he
must be, in the words of St. Paul, ‘All things
to all people’ and to include all,” he said.
In addition to Archbishop Broglio, the
archdiocese has four auxiliary bishops. The
prelates and chaplains serves more than 1.8
million people at 220 military installations
in 29 countries, 153 Veterans Administration
medical centers and federal employees
serving outside of the U.S. including
ambassadors, diplomats and contractors.

Chaplain for Life

Chaplain for Life

Pluralism and Reconciliation
I currently serve in a religious denomination that recently changed the definition of marriage in
its policy manual. Which in and of itself has caused no small amount of corporate and individual
angst for those concerned. One fact of life we all deal with, in and out of a military commission or
uniform, is change, and how we process those changes personally and professionally.
My era or career arc in the Navy encompassed the time of great change and cultural upheaval
in the military culture. The Iowa explosion, Tailhook, DADT, and the Global War on Terror all
happened in the space of less than 25 years. Today we seem to be dealing with issues of free and
protected speech, what constitutes religious counsel and content, and accommodation issues in a
pluralistic, multi-faith and non-faith culture.
When we become military chaplains we do not check our personal faith orientation, or content at
the door. Nor do we sign away the inherent theological and confessional orientation we bring to
federal service. But what we do all acknowledge is the context and arena where we conduct our
ministry is not of that of the parent or endorsing faith group. And that is where the rubber meets
the road.
I have always seen our service, be it in the VA, military, or civilian settings to be agents and
facilitators of reconciliation. In that, our primary task is to find bridges of understanding,
communication, and means by which those of various confessions or no confessions at all, are able
to function to the best of their ability– what in the military culture can be called ‘resiliency’, or
that which facilitates mission accomplishments and effectiveness. I think inherent in the military
chain of command is that we chaplains are looked upon by our commanding officers as the subject
matter experts in terms of making cultural pluralism work smoothly by reconciling those highly
volatile in such a way that everybody else can be about the business of national defense and war
fighting. When we retire, transition, leave the military context or hang up the Uniform that tasking
as agents of reconciliation does not change. Ever chair a meeting of a house of worship mission,
or property and finance committee? Partisans or ideologues never last long, be it in or out of the
Uniform.
The greater military culture is not immune or disengaged from general trends, in society and
religion, from that of the greater nation. Part of being a “Chaplain for Life” is not so much the
opportunity to put on the uniform until our 70s, or hanging around military bases, veterans
organizations or veterans cemeteries. It is being those agents of reconciliation, of grace and
healing, no matter who we encounter and their context. And in that, the continuum of service and
duty, never, never ends.
Peter Gregory
CDR, CHC, USN, Retired
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Letter to Editor

To the Editor
Sir:
I read with interest “For Today’s Soldiers, The Violent Side Effects Of Psychiatric Drugs Go Far Beyond
The Battlefield : An Editorial” by Anthony Burwell in the Winter issue of the Military Chaplain
However, the editorial caused me great concern that chaplains might recommend against the use of
appropriate medications in the treatment of service members, veterans and their families.
Although long on opinion and anecdotal citations, there are no clinical data given to back up his claims,
nor is his article peer reviewed. He also fails to consider co-occurring disorders and pre-existing
conditions which we often find in this population. In addition, he does not take into account the effects
of repeated combat deployments on those facing challenging mental health conditions. In many cases,
psychoactive medications are life saving for those to whom we minister.
I retired in June after years of serving as a Reserve and Department of Veterans’ Affairs Chaplain. In
VA, my work was as a Clinical Chaplain assigned to Behavioral Health, and dual hatted as a Licensed
Clinical Addiction Counselor. I have found other VA clinicians to be very open to collaborating with
chaplains to insure that the moral and spiritual wounds of our veterans are addressed. I would suggest
that holistic approaches to service member, family and veteran care will far better serve those to whom
we are called than fear mongering.
Faithfully,
D. K. Kellerhouse, M. Div., BCC, LCAC
Chaplain, Major, Civil Air Patrol
Retired VA Chaplain

Chaplain Ted Bowers of the Susquehanna
Chapter presented a check for $1,000 to
Chaplain Bruce Farrell, Director of the Four
Chaplains Program at Evangelical Seminary,
Myerstown, PA. The check will be used for
scholarships for students in their Military
Chaplaincy program. At the present time there
are six students preparing for Military Ministry.
The $1,000 was a donation from VFW Post 8896
of East Berlin, PA to the Susquehanna Chapter.
Chaplain Ted Bowers is a member of the Post
and Past National Chaplain.
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More Veterans Killed by Suicide
than by Combat
By CDR David A. Thompson,
CHC, USNR (Ret.)
The public focuses on younger veterans
committing suicide at an extremely high rate,
but a recent article from the Center for Public
Integrity highlights problems of older veterans,
entitled, “Suicide Rate for Veterans Exceeds
That of the Civilian Population” (http://www.
publicintegrity.org/2013/08/30/13292/suiciderate-veterans-far-exceeds-civilian-population ).
The article reports that 70% of veteran suicides
are of veterans over age 50. It goes on to report
that 1 in 5 suicides in America are committed
by a veteran, with 49,000 individuals taking
their own lives between 2005 and 2011 (more
than all the servicemen killed in the three year
Korean War which had 36,516 casualties).
The article continues: “Twenty (20) percent of the suicides in
America are committed by veterans, who make up 10% of the
population. Records for 48 states show the annual suicide rate
among veterans is about 30 for every 100,000 of the population,
compared to a civilian rate of about 14 per 100,000. The suicide rate
among veterans increased an average of 2.6% a year from 20052011, or more than double than the 1.1% civilian rate.”
When a reader drills down into VA statistics on suicide in the
Suicide Data Report, 2012 for the Department of Veterans Affairs
Mental Health Services (see: http://www.va.gov/opa/docs/SuicideData-Report-2012-final.pdf ) one discovers that almost as many
veterans died of suicide in a ten (10) year period from 2000-2010
(57,480) as were killed in the 10 year long Vietnam War (58,209).
Also, with a daily rate of 22 veteran suicides per day since 2009, this
totals 8,030 veteran suicides a year, which presently exceeds in one
year the total war deaths of the 13- year Iraq and Afghanistan wars
combined, reported as 7,644 war deaths as of September 8, 2014 in
a report on US War Death Statistics (see: http://www.statisticbrain.

com/u-s-war-death-statistics/ ).
It quickly becomes obvious to anyone
objectively looking at this veteran suicide
problem: Our veterans stand a better chance of
dying of suicide when they come home from
war than they ever did in war-time battles.
The older veteran population (50+ years) are
particularly vulnerable to committing suicide.
Approximately 5,621 older veterans committed
suicide each year since 2009. These veterans,
long ago home from our wars, due to mental
or physical health problems, unemployment
or under-employment, family problems,
CD abuse, homelessness, or chronic service
connected disabilities, killed themselves.
In our culture, that favors “rugged individualism,” few of us know
our neighbors well enough or are engaged in their lives enough to
know about their problems, let alone be ready to intervene and help
them when they face these issues.
Many of our veterans who take their lives belong to veterans’
organizations or churches which may be too superficially engaged
with their members to notice and intervene in helping a veteran who
is going through a dark time. My guess is many of these veterans
who killed themselves have slipped through the cracks in this way.
For too long we have treated veterans like they are someone else’s
problem. We think, “These veterans belong to the military or the
VA: Let them be responsible for them.” These veterans are seen
as the government’s problem or the VA’s problem...or DOD’s
problem, divorcing and disconnecting these veterans from our
communities. Until we say in each community, “These veterans are
OUR veterans and are OUR responsibility.”
As much as the VA is doing to address this problem (and they are
addressing the suicide issue), without the help of neighbors and
The Military Chaplain • Summer 2015
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friends and congregational care systems having eyes and ears to see
veterans in trouble in our communities, this problem will persist
at scandalous levels. This problem of “let the other guy do it” is as
old as the Biblical Story of The Good Samaritan from the Christian
tradition.
On March 17, 2015, the Minneapolis Star Tribune in A Letter to the
Editor ran an angry letter about a homeless veteran frozen to death
in St. Paul, MN and no one noticed or cared, entitled “A Community
Gathers to Show its Respect-After it is Too Late” (see: http://www.
startribune.com/opinion/letters/296498521.html ).
The Minneapolis Star-Tribune reprinted in its national news section
an article from The New York Times April 1 edition of an article
entitled, “Study: Military Suicides not Tied to Iraq, Afghanistan
deployments” referencing a April1, 2015 report of JAMA, the
Journal of the American Medical Association (see: http://www.
startribune.com/lifestyle/health/298387151.html ). It underlines
that the big issue of veteran suicide... is suicides, not just among the
active military, but with discharged veterans, after their service....
sometimes years after their service.
The April 2015 JAMA study however found that the suicide rate for
recently discharged troops who left the military before completing
four years was nearly twice that of troops who stayed.
The suicide rate for troops who were discharged under less-thanhonorable conditions was nearly three times higher, with most of
these vulnerable veterans not being eligible for VA mental health
services after being discharged.
Clergy and medical/mental health practitioners in our communities
where these veterans return should be especially vigilant to veterans
who were discharged before their term of service has expired:
Those veterans who are given medical discharges, administrative
discharges for reasons of unsuitability for service, and those with
“less than honorable” discharges. Many of these veterans are not
eligible for VA mental health or VA Chaplaincy services and may
need other community mental health and faith group resources to
sort out issues in their lives to reduce incidences of suicide among
this population.
Our active duty, reserve, and National Guard chaplains need to find
a way to get in on the discharge “check out” process for such troops
and provide counsel and information on community resources
for these early discharged veterans to access when they go home.
With the suicide rate for early discharged veterans 2 to 3 times the
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veteran suicide rate, taking some effort to assist here by a chaplain
or medical officer may save more than one veteran’s life and help
reduce veteran suicide in our nation.
This should be a wake-up call for all of us of a problem that we
may not have been aware of, seeing the stark statistics on veterans’
suicides. But knowing the alarming number of suicides, we as
members of veterans organizations and faith communities (along
with the VA), need to organize and respond in multidisciplinary
ways to address this problem and understand the multiple crises
that lead a veteran to take his/her life after years of service to our
country.
No veteran should stand a better chance of being killed by their own
hand upon returning home from war than they faced from an enemy
in a combat zone. There is just something wrong with this picture...
and we can’t just turn away from this problem.
Chaplain David Thompson is a retired U.S. Navy Chaplain who
has worked extensively with returning veterans and is the co-author
of “Beyond the Yellow Ribbon: Ministering to Returning Combat
Veterans” (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 2009).

Donate Your Car
Anyone who has a vehicle in need of repair, redemption,
resurrection or recycling - we can make that happen and benefit members of the military, veterans, and their
families at home and around the world. Let your friends,
families, churches, synagogues, VSOs, and service
organizations know. Donations can be made online at http://
www.v-dac.com (click on find your favorite non-profit and
enter Faith for Warriors) or phoned in to 1-877-999-8322.
The Military Chaplain • Summer 2015
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> Continue from page 5
the recipients of their efforts will have a
dissimilar relationship with them and will be
from a broader and more diverse spectrum
of the population than nearly all would
otherwise be expected to serve.
Though these providers of religious ministry
know procedures and are seasoned in their
community of faith, to succeed in chaplaincy
ministry they must also understand the
requirements of the institution which
exists alongside but separate from their
faith commitments. These institutional
requirements generate common standards
of practice, required competencies,
understanding of how to work within the
parameters of the institution, and also how
to advance the goals of the institution as a
valued member of the team at a leadership
level. This professionalism will help
members of the chaplaincy from diverse
religious, social, ethnic, and economic
backgrounds to provide consistent service
to those they have volunteered to serve
with a consistency and quality needed for
chaplaincy to be valued.
The professional chaplaincy certificate
programs which will be advanced by the
MCA and our partners is a means to codify
what is required of all chaplains serving in
the military and the VA. They will also give
an independent and official confirmation
that the certified individual has met certain
standards which are independent of both
the institution they serve and the faith
community they represent. This ensures
a level and fair playing field for all and
permits interaction at the professional
level in ways heretofore not known. This
in no way infringes on the faith stance of
the individual chaplain nor asks him or
her to compromise their beliefs. Instead it
provides a professionalism of service.
Five Steps Forward
The MCA strategic framework adopted
by the NEC is an integrated approach to
accomplishing our mission in the midst of
this changing environment. To that end, we
believe there are five distinct programmatic
elements we should pursue - each
20
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complementing and integral to the other four
and each of which will help us to advance
the concept of professionalism within the
chaplaincy ministry.
Strategy 1 – Professional Chaplaincy
Certification - Working with the Association
of Professional Chaplains (APC) the
MCA will coordinate, facilitate, and
lead the effort to create a certificate for
Professional Military Chaplaincy. This
will entail defining the concept, proving
the need, developing the process, creating
the program, sustaining the effort, linking
to other stakeholders, and educating our
members and the institutions we serve in this
new endeavor. The certificate will follow an
existing line of endeavor of the APC where
chaplains first qualify as Board Certified
Chaplains and then pursue a specialty
certification, in our case Military Chaplaincy
or Veterans Health Care chaplaincy.
The standards for the certification will be
developed by the MCA in consultation
with the APC, endorsing bodies, and the
military services and the VA. The standards
and content will be continuously evaluated
to ensure it is in line with the needs of the
institutions we serve and reflects the most up
to date research and practice in the ministry
of chaplaincy.
Strategy 2 – Chapter Reboot – Much of
the work of the MCA is done at the local
level. It is here that chaplains provide their
ministry and here that connections across
barriers prove so valuable in promoting
our professional contributions to the work
environment.
To this end, we anticipate redefining our
local chapters to succeed as two equally
important alternatives:
Professional development chapters will be
encouraged in areas of troop concentration,
providing settings where junior members
can receive coaching and mentoring
from senior and retired members in semistructured settings. The goal will be to create
strategic links to ensure assistance and
support is available through professional

contacts to aid and promote MCA members
in their professional pursuits.
Support and service chapters will be formed
geographically in all other areas of the
US where members will be able to focus
regionally on ministry needs for Veterans,
Reserve, and Guard forces and their
families. These chapters will actively seek
ministry connections through other Veterans
and Military Service Organizations to
enhance our belief in the “chaplain for life”
concept.
Strategy 3 – Strategic Partnerships – The
MCA is but one piece of a very large
puzzle. Each piece is essential for ministry
success. The MCA will seek to strengthen
and establish both informal and formal
connections to other organizations such
as the National Conference on Ministry
to the Armed Forces (NCMAF), the APC,
the various clinical pastoral education
organizations, the uniformed services, the
Civil Air Patrol, the Department of Veterans
Affairs, other advocacy and professional
organizations, and communities of faith.
This strategic linking will enable us to
better serve as the voice for chaplaincy
across several boundaries. This will help
us understand the changing environments
in which ministry takes place and work to
provide appropriate responses to ensure all
receive the care they both need and deserve.
Strategy 4 –National Advocacy for
Chaplaincy - The MCA currently advocates
for chaplaincy in many venues at the
national level. We are a member of the
Military Coalition and are regularly invited
for consultation with the Department of
Veterans Affairs. We also pursue recurring
and substantive contact with the various
Chiefs of Chaplains of the military services
and the Chief of the Chaplains Department
of the Veterans Health Administration.
We intend to continue and extend these
advocacy efforts by becoming more active
in addressing issues of actively serving
chaplaincy and the implications of policy
initiatives on retired and veterans’ affairs at
the national level to include engagement on

Strategic Plan

Capitol Hill and with the Executive Branch.
We believe we bring a unique voice to the
discussion and many issues will benefit from
a chaplains unique insight and expertise.
We also intend to begin engagement at
both the state and local level through our
revitalized chapter structure.
Strategy 5 – Professional Representation –
We have a marvelous and important story
to tell and a desire to enable our members
to be involved in telling that story wherever
we can. This includes establishing a
professional journal where our members
and others can publish academic, peerreviewed articles and make them available
to the larger community for insight and
understanding. We also intend to provide a
news bureau to make available speakers and
content to inform current discussions and be
an advocate for professional chaplaincy in
print, electronic, and broadcast media.
Another endeavor will be to pursue an
annual professional conference where
members and others interested in the
profession can find a supportive and
engaging venue to present their research
and engage in productive and challenging
discussion. Our closer association with the
Military Officers Association of America
(MOAA) will bring our message to even
non-chaplains.

chaplaincy enhanced as we move forward as
a community.
In addition to asking for support from
our members we also intend to pursue
institutional funding through grants and
fellowships as well as establishing strategic
partnerships with other organizations with
compatible goals.
The staff of the MCA must be increased to
achieve the above objectives. A thorough
staff development plan will be put in
place to assess needs and talents and then
pursue the most qualified individuals for
established positions. Every attempt will be
made to minimize overhead and maximize
ministry as all staff members will be direct
participants in the various ministry streams
of the organization.
Summary
In our 90 years of service the MCA has
gone through many different phases and
structures. We began with membership
from only the Army, expanded to the
Navy, took in the Air Force on its creation,
and then expanded to include the VA and
CAP. We went from a primarily active

duty organization to a mixed membership
between active and retired to one now
heavily weighted on the retired side. We
have gradually become more recognized
as a national voice and enjoy the ability
to interact at all levels of the various
institutions in which our members serve.
Despite this success we face challenges as
we look to the future. Our revenues and
membership have declined significantly.
Our active chapters which once numbered
in the 30s have dwindled to the single digits
and in many parts of our nation we have
no members able to respond to calls for
ministry.
Our celebration of 90 years of service is a
“call to service” and a time to rededicate
ourselves to the mission our founders
realized was so necessary in 1925. We must
continue to advocate for the profession
of chaplaincy and put in place structures
and programs to preserve our voice for the
future. We are a critical part of chaplaincy
ministry and an essential piece in the large
puzzle. We pray by God’s grace we will
move forward together in pursuing our Call
to Chaplaincy.

Yet one more initiative in this area is to
begin an Annual Survey of the State of
Chaplaincy to develop a data base for
research and also provide longitudinal data
which will help to gage long term trends,
assess the health of the profession, and help
inform our customers of more effective
means to engage chaplaincy in support of
their own endeavors.
Resource Development
Growing from 90 to 95 will not be without
costs and sacrifice. The MCA will be
calling on its members for a heightened
commitment of both time and resources
to achieve our vision. We believe this
commitment will be rewarding and more
than make up for the effort as we see
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Ships of Honor
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By Mercy Mei Tangredi
Reprinted by permission

action. Two were awarded the Medal of
Honor, our nation’s highest military award.
Others were awarded medals such as the
Purple Heart, Silver Star, and Bronze Star.

Six 20thcentury U.S. Navy chaplains
received the ultimate recognition of their
bravery: a namesake warship.

Here are their ships and stories.

There is no greater symbol of a country’s
determination to defend its freedom than
a warship. Despite their name, naval
warships are rarely used for wars; they are
mostly used to prevent them. As President
Theodore Roosevelt proclaimed on 2
December 1902 during his second annual
message to Congress: “A good Navy is
not a provocation to war. It is the surest
guaranty of peace.”
For a heroic sailor, honorable leader, or
even a faithful chaplain, there is no greater
service honor than having a ship named
after you. In the U.S. Navy, six ships have
been named in honor of 20thcentury Navy
chaplains, four of whom were killed in

On 28 June 1939, Acting Chaplain
Schmitt, a lieutenant (junior grade), arrived
at his first duty station, the battleship
Oklahoma (BB37). On 7 December 1941,
she was moored in Pearl Harbor. When
the Japanese launched their devastating
surprise attack, he went to the ship’s sick
bay to assist and comfort the injured and
perform last rites, the final prayers for the
dying. The ship was then hit by an aerial
torpedo. Water started rapidly gushing into
the hull. Not many crew members could
find a way out of the sinking battleship, but
Father Schmitt and a few others found a
small porthole through which to escape.

Chaplain Aloysius Schmitt
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Father Aloysius Schmitt

Father Schmitt helped all the others
through the porthole, but when he started
to get out himself, he noticed more sailors
arriving in the space behind him. He then
pleaded with those outside the hull to push
him back through to help the remaining
sailors. He died in the tragic incident, but
he had managed to save several men.
The USS Schmitt (DE676/APD76) was
commissioned on 24 July 1943. She started
World War II service on convoy duty in
the frigid North Atlantic. As a destroyer
escort, she was primarily designed for
antisubmarine warfare. Following that, she
was converted to a highspeed transport for
landing Marines ashore and was assigned
to the warmer Pacific theater.
The Schmitt was decommissioned in 1949
and placed in mothballs. In 1967, she was
pulled out of reserve and transferred to the
Republic of China (Taiwan) Navy where
she became the ROCS Lung Shan . She
was finally decommissioned and scrapped

Ships of Honor

in 1976, giving her a life span of 34 years.

at the USS Arizona Memorial Museum
built above the sunken ship at Pearl Harbor.

Reverend Thomas L. Kirkpatrick
Thomas Kirkpatrick became an acting
chaplain in 1918 during World War I. After
the war, he joined the crew of the battleship
Utah (BB31) and was appointed as Asian
Fleet chaplain and assigned to Samoa
and Chefoo, China. He reported for duty
in the battleship Arizona (BB39) on 13
September 1940. Promoted to captain on
1 July 1941, he was slated for retirement
on 14 July, but graciously decided to
hang on for one last assignment during
the tense prewar period that was already
being described as a “national emergency.”
He had been on board for only 15 months
when the Japanese attacked his ship at
Pearl Harbor on 7 December 1941. He
died when Japanese bombs destroyed gun
turrets I and II near where he was assisting
wounded sailors. His body was never
found, but divers later found a clock that he
kept in his stateroom. It is now on display

The USS Kirkpatrick (DE318) was
commissioned on 23 October 1943. She
initially served on convoy duty to escort
merchants safely from submarines and
made a lot of trips to the British Isles. She
was reclassified as a radar picket, a ship
that detects incoming airplanes. She was
decommissioned on 24 June 1960.
Reverend George S. Rentz
George Snavely Rentz graduated from
Princeton Theological Seminary, and
during his career as a chaplain he served
on board the USS Florida (BB30), Wright
(AV1), West Virginia (BB48), Augusta
(CA31), and Houston (CA30). Late on 28
February 1942, the Houston teamed up
with the Australian cruiser Perth to resist a
Japanese invasion of the Dutch East Indies.
They were extremely outnumbered, but
they fought bravely. During midwatch the

next day, the Houston was slowly sunk by a
barrage of torpedo fire. Commander Rentz
gave his life jacket to a wounded shipmate
and swam away. His body was never
found, but many think he either drowned or
was captured.
The USS Rentz (FFG46) was
commissioned on 30 June 1984. She
was the first U.S. ship to visit mainland
China since 1949, conducting a port
call at Qingdao in November 1986. In
1987 she was sent to the Persian Gulf to
support Operation Earnest Will. There she
escorted tankers carrying fuel. She was
decommissioned in May 2014.
Father Joseph T. O’Callahan
Father O’Callahan was ordained to the
Roman Catholic priesthood as a member
of the Jesuit order in 1934. A professor of
mathematics, philosophy, and physics, he
served as a director of the mathematics
department at the College of the Holy

Chaplain Thomas Kirkpatrick
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Chaplain George Rentz

Cross from 1938 to 1940, the year he
joined the Naval Reserve Chaplain Corps
as a lieutenant (junior grade). In early
March 1945 he was assigned to the USS
Franklin (CV13), a large aircraft carrier.
On 19 March, a Japanese plane attacked
the Franklin with two bombs, which went
through the flight deck to the hangar deck
and exploded. The explosion ignited gas
tanks and ammunition. O’Callahan helped
everyone he could and said some last rites.
Later he gathered a group of men to help
cool off the magazines so the ship wouldn’t
explode. For that action, he was awarded

Chaplain Joseph O’Callahan
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the Medal of Honor. O’Callahan returned
to Holy Cross in the fall of 1948 as the
head of the mathematics department. In
1956 he published a book about the attack,
titled I Was Chaplain on the Franklin
(Macmillan Co.).
The first ship sponsored by a nun, the
USS O’Callahan (DE1051/FF1051) was
commissioned on 13 July 1968. She was
leased to Pakistan on 31 May 1989 but
given back in 1994. The O’Callahan was
decommissioned in August of that year and
scrapped in Hong Kong.

Father Vincent Robert Capodanno
Catholic priest Vincent Capodanno, a
lieutenant in the Chaplain Corps, was
stationed with the San Diego b ased 1st
Marine Division, which deployed to
Vietnam in 1966. During Operation Swift
in Que Son Valley, on 4 September 1967,
elements of his battalion encountered a unit
of about 2,500 Viet Cong. The Marines
were vastly outnumbered. During the
battle, Capodanno went to the injured and
dying to do as much as he could. Wounded
in the face and hand, he went to help a
fellow corpsman who was yards away from

Ships of Honor

Chaplain Vincent Copodanno

an enemy machine gun and was killed. He
was buried with military honors. Later,
he was awarded the Medal of Honor. In
recent years, it has been proposed that he
be canonized as a saint; in 2006 he was
publicly declared a “Servant of God,” the
first step toward canonization.
The USS Capodanno (DE1093/FF1093)
was named for him. She was commissioned
on 17 November 1973. An antisubmarine
frigate, she is the only U.S. naval ship to be
blessed by the Pope. On 30 July 1993, after
20 years of U.S. service, she was leased to
the Turkish Navy.

Father John F. Laboon Jr.
John Laboon, a 1943 U.S. Naval Academy
graduate, was a bold World War II
submarine officer. While assigned to the
submarine USS Peto (SS265) he was
awarded a Silver Star for personal heroism.
(The Peto was named for a type of fish.
All submarines were named for fish at that
time.) He left the Navy shortly after World
War II ended and became a Jesuit priest
in 1946. In 1957, he returned as a Navy
Reserve chaplain and was recalled to active
duty in 1958.

Over the course of his 22 years as a U.S.
Navy chaplain, he demonstrated his
fearlessness on the battlefield with U.S.
Marines in Vietnam. He was also—very
fittingly—the first chaplain of the Polaris
submarine program. Captain Laboon ended
his career as fleet chaplain of the U.S.
Atlantic Fleet. After he retired from the
Navy, he returned to Maryland to oversee
the building of a Jesuit r etreat facility
within view of the U.S. Naval Academy.
His final church assignment was as pastor
of St. Alphonsus Rodriguez Church in
Woodstock, Maryland, where he served
until his death on 1 August 1988.

Chaplain John Laboon
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The USS Laboon (DDG58) was
commissioned several years later on 18
March 1995. She fired missiles at targets
in Iraq during Operation Desert Strike,
becoming the first destroyer of the Arleigh
Burke class to launch Tomahawks in anger.

In 2012 the U.S. consulate in Benghazi,
Libya, was attacked by terrorists, and the
ambassador was killed. The Laboon was
sent to the waters off Libya in case missile
strikes were needed, but they were not
conducted. She is still in commission as a

Another Notable ‘Chaplain’
Samuel Livermore does not appear as a chaplain in Navy registers
and would not qualify as one in the modern Navy. Today he would
be considered a lay leader. He spent most of his time in the service
as a purser—a ship’s supply officer—but he appears in the 1813
muster roll of the frigate Chesapeake as “Acting Chaplain.” In his
era, a chaplain did not have to be ordained clergy; that would not
be required until the 1830s. Since chaplains often served as the
captain’s secretary and schoolmaster for the midshipmen, many
captains chose them for their worldly rather than spiritual abilities.
A Harvard graduate and practicing lawyer, Livermore was a
friend of the Chesapeake ’s captain, the famed James Lawrence.
This placed him on the scene of one of the War of 1812’s most
famous frigate battles, the fight between the Chesapeake and the
HMS Shannon on 1 June 1813, in which a dying Lawrence is
remembered as saying, “Don’t give up the ship!” As the British
followed their captain, Phillip B. V. Broke, aboard the Chesapeake,
Livermore either shot at Broke with his pistol or slashed him with
his cutlass (accounts differ)—not typically behavior associated
with a chaplain. While severely wounded, Broke survived;
Livermore was taken captive, returned to America in a prisoner
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U.S. Navy warship.
These fearless chaplains served with
integrity. Their namesake ships are truly
ships of honor.

exchange, and served in other ships as a purser until he returned to
practicing law in 1816.
The USS Livermore (DD429) was commissioned on 7 October
1940, prior to the United States’ entry into World War II. She is
therefore credited by some as the first ship to be named for a U.S.
Navy chaplain. The Livermore served on neutrality patrol and
convoy duty before the war. Then she supported the landings in
French Morocco; Anzio, Italy; and southern France by providing
antiaircraft protection, shore b ombardment support, and gunnery
to minesweepers. After that, she went to the New York Navy Yard
for overhaul, which was completed after Japan surrendered. Then
she transferred to the Pacific and escorted transports carrying
soldiers of the Army’s 98th Division for occupation duty in Japan.
On return to the United States she was officially decommissioned
but assigned to Naval Reserve training. She ran aground off Cape
Cod in July 1949, was refloated, inactivated in Boston, and finally
scrapped in 1961.
Source URL: http://www.usni.org/magazines/navalhistory/201504/
shipshonor
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A Letter from a Chaplain Candidate

2LT Stacy Jernigan
Tennessee Army National Guard
Chaplain Candidate
Lieutenant Jernigan was a 2014 recipient of
an MCA Chaplain Candidate scholarship. He
attended Liberty University and is endorsed
by the North American Mission Board.

I am so grateful to the MCA for your help as
I finish my final classes of seminary. Looking
back on all my training and education, it
has been a long four years. I initially ran
from the calling to become a chaplain in
2008 where I completely left the military to
seek a civilian job as an engineer. This was
a difficult decision since I was leaving with
fifteen years of service. However, I knew I
had school loans to contend with and I had to
get a job so I used this as my excuse. Little
did I know that this was going to become the
most difficult three years that I would face
spiritually. As I became connected to my
home church and God started working in my
life, I began feeling the calling stronger; and
when I began hearing of soldiers that needed
help post-deployment, the calling became
evident. So in spring 2011, I “made a deal”
with God that if he could get me back in the
military then I would become a chaplain and
follow his will. Within weeks I was sworn

back in and here I sit today, on the verge of
accessing as a chaplain with the Tennessee
National Guard.
I began seminary in May 2011 and started the
72-hour curriculum to fulfill the Army criteria
to become a chaplain. It was during this
time that I also began the OCS pre-school
phase and met the Specialty Recruiter who
introduced me to the Chaplain Candidate
Program. That week I dropped from the OCS
program to pursue the Chaplain Candidate
Program. This was both a blessing and
a difficult time. A Chaplain Candidate is
required to attend seminary full time. This
caused issues with my engineering position.
In July 2012, I resigned from the civilian
job that I had dreamed of for almost fifteen
years. I was forced to rely on God and his
provisions. Now my faith was tested as I
sought divine guidance through all areas of
my life. God had brought me to a point in my
Continued on page 34 >

Free Fatherhood Best-seller For Your Men
There are certain lessons in life that can best be taught by fathers. My hope is
that this book will help every single man who picks it up to be the best father,
the best husband, and the best man he can be.
- John McCain, United States Senator
Be a Better Dad Today! is perhaps the most practical and down-to-earth
manual you will find on how to be an effective father. You will not be able to
read it without being both spiritually convicted and personally equipped.
- Tim Keller, Pastor, Redeemer Presbyterian Church, New York City

The Fellowship of Fathers Foundation is making copies of this
fatherhood best-seller available FOR FREE to all US Military
Chaplains as a gift for their men who need help on the Fatherhood
and Family fronts.
Chaplains: Please go to www.FellowshipOfFathers.com/Chaplains
to order your box of 48 free copies today, while supplies last.
Thank you for ALL you do for our Nation and our troops!!
Be a Better Dad Today! Gregory W. Slayton
978.08307.6207 • $14.99
For individual copies: amazon.com

www.beabetterdadtoday.com http://www.facebook.com/BeaBetterDadToday

Book Reviews

Fighting Rabbis: Jewish Military
Chaplains and American History
by Chaplain Rabbi Albert Isaac Slomovitz, USN-Ret.
New York University Press, 1999. 170 pages.
Reviewed by Chaplain (LtCol) John B.
Rhodes, Civil Air Patrol
Chaplain Slomovitiz’s book recounts the
history of the Jewish Chaplaincy and its role
in American history, particularly in the U.S.
Military. The story is a study in tenacity and
perseverance of Rabbis and Jewish soldiers,
sailors, marines, et al. to have their legitimate
religious and spiritual needs recognized
and met. This struggle was essential in
keeping the military and other governmental
organizations true to the First Amendment
of the Constitution, which guarantees the
freedom of religion. Also this struggle was
essential to maintaining the depth, quality,
and ecumenical nature of the military and
government chaplain corps.
The history of the struggle for recognition
recounts prejudice, Anti-Semitism and
indifference. It was commonly believed that
Jews would not fight and would not be loyal
to their country. It also seemed to some that
America was composed only of Christians.
The history of immigration and combat
proved otherwise. Jewish soldiers, sailors and
marines have distinguished themselves in
combat since the revolutionary war. AntiSemitism was a problem before the First
World War and it intensified prior to World
War II. During WWII some publications
came out with the statement that Jews were
the synagogue of Satan. This statement was
removed through the efforts of the Jewish
Welfare Board and others. Until I read this
book I had no idea that General Patton was
30
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such an anti-Semite. His stated that Jews
are subhuman. None of this has ever been
revealed in any of the movies about General
Patton I have seen.
Whenever Jewish and Christian chaplains
got together in WWI, WWII, and other
conflicts an ecumenical spirit has generally
prevailed. Christian chaplains assisted their
Jewish counterparts and vice versa. Also
gentile commanders made opportunities
for Jewish soldiers to attend worship and
high holidays. One recent example was
the relationship between Navy Chaplain
Rabbi Arnold Resnicoff and Catholic
Chaplain George Pucciarelli during the
Marine barracks bombing in Lebanon
as recounted in the appendix. They, along
with others, ministered under horrific
circumstances. One small example from
the book related when Rabbi Resnicoff lost
his kippa, Chaplain Puccarelli provided his
own cover so he could make a new one. This
demonstrated the unity of the chaplains in
spite of clear religious
differences. Surely the way for this behavior
was paved by previous chaplain interaction.
A quote by Rabbi Morris Kertzer at the
end of WWII captures the spirit and ethic
of ministry of military and government
chaplains: “Somewhere in the history of
Jewish military chaplaincy there should be
recorded the simple fact that our ministration
to the more than 500,000 soldiers entrusted
to us could not have been accomplished
without the help and blessing of our Christian
colleagues.”

Rabbi’s played a prophetic role in the
military with their faithfulness to the word of
God. They also confronted some non-Jewish
chaplains with their hypocritical behavior
toward black soldiers in WWII. This is
particularly clear in the words of Chaplain
Gittelshon on Iwo Jima. “Indeed, here lie
officers and men, negroes and white, rich
and poor, together. Here are Protestants,
Catholics, and Jews together. Here no
man prefers another because of his faith
or despises him because of his color …
Among these men there is no discrimination,
no hatred. Theirs is the highest and purest
democracy.”
I highly recommend this book and I want to
read some more personal accounts of Rabbis
in ministry, particularly in Vietnam, as this is
my generation’s war.

Book Reviews

The Strong Man of
God
by Robert Kelley
Open Door Communication Ministries, Inc., 2011. 240 pages.
Reviewed by Chaplain (Capt) Andrew Hart,
Civil Air Patrol
The Strong Man of God is one of a plethora
of books such as Iron John, discussing
the topic of manhood, specifically
the characteristics and the roles and
responsibilities of a Christian man. The
book is interesting and is well written, but
it has elements in it that readers might find
troubling.
Kelley, after a discussion of men in the Bible
and defining what a man is and what a strong
man of God is, gets to the heart of the book
which is the characteristics, the roles, and the
responsibilities of a strong man of God. The
characteristics include accepting the roles
that God assigns the man, obeying God until
death, relying on God for all, and trusting
God for vindication. Kelley then moves to a
discussion of the roles a strong man of God
plays which is a fascinating section because
he separates eternal roles from temporary
roles, something different and useful in this
genre of books. The eternal roles include
the strong man of God as a son of God, a
disciple of Christ, a servant of God, and a
servant of humanity. The temporary roles
include being a husband, being a celibate,
being a father, and being the son of parents.
As it appears these roles are inconsistent,
Kelley points out that certain men (he does
point out a small number) are called to be
celibate and live a life solely devoted to God.
After this fascinating discussion of roles, he
then discusses the responsibilities of a strong
man including leading, serving, providing,
and protecting. The book concludes with a

discussion of how one becomes a strong man
of God and an invitation to take a pledge to
become a strong man of God.
This work does have its merits. One thing
that catches a reader’s eye immediately
Kelley’s very careful grounding of his
work in his interpretation of scripture. On
just about every page of the work, Kelley
points out the scripture backing up the point
he is making. In the book there are also
pearls of wisdom, which are very helpful
for men. As an example, in witnessing
serious church conflict, it would be helpful
to remind the participants that vindication
comes from the Lord as opposed to people.
Finally, the distinction between temporary
roles and eternal roles is helpful as many
writings focusing on men deal just with the
temporary. For example, the magazine Men’s
Health does a great job for my exercise and
diet but nothing for my spirituality.
While the book has its merits, there are parts
that are troubling and could be offensive
to some. The main one is the frequent
assertion that men are the head of women.
For example Kelley argues, “In God’s design
of male and female roles, a man is not just
the leader of the family but the head of his
wife” (Page 100). Also, he argues, “The
churches that have women pastors or other
authority figures over men...are sinning
against the Lord” (page 102). Kelley also
points out that the godly woman “keeps her
ambition in check to the point that she does
not seek to work in positions or jobs the
Lord has reserved for men (the pastorate,
elder ministries, or military battlefields)”

(page 171). I am certain that Rear Admiral
Margaret Kibben, the current Chief of the
Chaplains in the Navy, would have some
strong words in response as would many of
my colleagues in ministry and the Civil Air
Patrol Chaplain Corps. Not only was the
role of women troubling, but also at times,
Kelley’s theology raised questions. For
example, he asserts, “The Son and then the
Spirit wait for the Father’s directives” (page,
98). What Scriptural proof does Kelley
have for this comment? Does this mean
that the Son and the Spirit are less then the
Father? This could be seen as challenging the
mainline understanding of the Trinity.
If one can overlook the assertion of the
position of women in the workplace, the
book does put forth some interesting ideas.
However, in my opinion, there are far
stronger works available which define the
role of a Christian man very well.
Rev. Dr. Andrew Hart is the interim pastor
of Westminster United Presbyterian Church
in NY. He also is a chaplain for the Civil Air
Patrol.
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Book Reviews

Serving God and Country:

U.S. Military Chaplains in World War II
by Lyle W. Dorsett.
Penguin Publishing Group, 2013. 320 pages.
Reviewed by Chaplain (LTC) Kenneth M.
Ruppar, U.S. Army, Retired
Dr Lyle Dorsett provides an insightful
and well documented look on the ministry
of chaplains in World War II. He shares
accounts of chaplains from all services, some
serving in the European Theater and some
in the Pacific Theater. Providing a sensitive
look at their ministry, he shares testimony of
the chaplains and the service members they
served.

Chaplains who served since WWII will find
parallels to their own ministry whether in war
or peace.
Dorsett uses details of unit movements to
show how the daily grind of life in combat
impacted the way chaplains conducted
their ministry. He takes the reader into the
hospitals, tents, staging areas, and foxholes
where chaplains prayed, encouraged,
helped the medics, wrote letters to
families, and whatever it took to serve
faithfully.

The book presents chaplains sharing the
hardships, challenges and camaraderie of
soldiers as they sought to provide worship,
counsel, comfort, and hope in the midst of
combat. The story of military chaplaincy in
WWII is a collage of the stories of Protestant,
Roman Catholic, and Jewish chaplains
serving together for the good of the nation
and the men and women under their care.
Dorsett weaves together the history, the
ministry, and the inspiration shared by these
chaplains serving God and country.

He shares comments from unit
commanders and senior officers and
others that guide the text, beginning with
Chaplain (MG) William Arnold: “Battles
are won by military power, but wars are won
by spiritual power.” (p.3). Admiral Chester
Nimitz is quoted saying “By their patient,
sympathetic labors with the men, day in and
day out and through many a night, every
chaplain I know contributed immeasurably to
the moral courage of our fighting men.”

A skilled historian, Dorsett relies on historical
records of military units, diaries and
reflections of chaplains and soldiers. He also
uses published and unpublished accounts of
chaplains in war. His detailed notes reflect the
quality of his research. They open the door
for the reader to do some research as well.

Dorsett served in the Marine Corps Reserves
and taught U.S. History at several major
universities. He currently is rector of an
Anglican church and occupies the Billy
Graham Professor of Evangelism at Beeson
Divinity School, Samford University,
Birmingham, AL. He also maintains a WWII
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museum in which he describes the chaplain
collection as the centerpiece.
Dorsett provides 33 pages of Notes,
Bibliography and Index and sixteen pages
of pictures to help the reader understand
and continue the study of this important
ministry. The book is well worth the reading,
especially for chaplains.

Book Reviews

The Battle is Not Mine:

The Life of a Black Army Chaplain
During the 1960s and early 1970s
by Quincy Scott, Jr.
Dikaiosyne Books, an imprint of Intermundia Press, LLC, 2014, 132 pages.
Reviewed by Chaplain (LTC) Kenneth M.
Ruppar, U.S. Army, Retired

poverty of a local town was ended so early
for the soldier.

Chaplain (Colonel) Quincy Scott, Jr., US
Army Retired, shares reflections on his time
as an Army Chaplain for over 27 years (19681995). He shares his special perspective as
an African American man, soldier, and pastor
serving in the United States Armed Forces at
a pivotal time in our nation’s history. He sets
the background with brief information about
his family, education and the importance of
church in his early life. These experiences
and values set the stage for his military career
and his life outside the Army.

Within the Army there was the uncertainty
as to the role race played in his assignments,
responsibilities, or qualification for
promotion. As he shares highlights of his
career he invites us into some of what he felt
about the issue of race along the journey.

Chaplain Scott shares the honor of serving
his country while at the same time sharing
the pain he felt as he and blacks in general
were treated with less than equal treatment
by those around him. He provides stories to
illustrate the adjustments within the Army
and the civilian population as they impacted
his ministry. This is seen, for example, in
the incident of representing the Army at the
funeral of a young white soldier in Georgia
during the Vietnam War. It is unfortunate
that the pastor at the soldier’s church was
unable to get past the racial issue and involve
Chaplain Scott in more of the service than the
committal. He also shares that it was difficult
visiting the homes of black soldiers even
as he realized the attempt to rise above the

I was commissioned in the Army in 1969
and served on Active Duty from 1977-1998.
My time in the Army crossed with that of
Chaplain Scott. I knew of him and of his
reputation for being a chaplain one could
look up to in the Corps. What I learned in
this book was more about this chaplain
and about the struggles he encountered
along the way. While all chaplains might
have difficulty learning to relate to the
needs of soldiers and the system, I and most
of the chaplains I served with did not have
the added issue of race to endure in the same
way as Chaplain Scott. It was a privilege to
page through his story somewhat reverently
for part of two evenings and experience his
life and ministry.
If you are interested in the life of this
decorated chaplain specifically or of the
experience of a black Army Chaplain during
the 1960s and 1970s, you can do no better
than starting with the reflections of Chaplain

Scott. I hope other chaplains will follow his
lead and share their stories. The Army and
our country will be better for listening to
them.
Thank you, Chaplain Scott, for opening your
life to the soldiers you served and now to
the rest of us who shared in your life from
afar. Thank you for you service to God and
country.
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Chaplain Candidate
> Continue from page 29
life where everything was now in his hands.
In April 2013, I was commissioned as a
2nd Lieutenant and began the Chaplain
Candidate Program. During this program I
received orders to the Chaplain Basic Officer
Leadership Course and was able to attend all
phases in a way that did not interfere with
more than one semester of seminary. During
this training I met the MCA representative
and was led to the MCA Scholarship
program. What a blessing this was, since
I had only one more semester before all
financial aid ran out with one year to go to
finish seminary.
In 2014 I attended the Combat Medical
Ministry training in San Antonio, TX and
had the opportunity to serve in a trauma
unit. While there, I realized that my calling
was real and that my gift of mercy was so

valuable in the chaplaincy. Over the last two
years as a Chaplain Candidate, I have been
blessed with a great mentor and have been
allowed to attend some outstanding training
that has given me a better understanding of
the actions of a chaplain behind the scenes.
So where does all this lead? After finishing
my 93-hour Masters of Divinity curriculum
and graduating in May, I now begin the final
process to become an Army chaplain.
Looking back on seminary and military
training over the last four years, I know this
is the calling that God has placed on my
heart; and I absolutely enjoy getting to meet
the troops on their turf. I am able to operate
through the ministry of presence and talk
with the troops about issues in their lives.
Our soldiers need someone to listen, and as
chaplains we have been given the opportunity

to be by their sides in order to allow them
to “vent” when necessary. We are not called
to fix the problem or to proselytize; but we
can be there in their times of need, be it
personal or religious needs. As I continue
pursuing the chaplaincy in the Tennessee
National Guard, I am also seeking positions
in hospital settings to further my education
and experience in trauma and crisis situations
so that I can better serve our soldiers in
times of war. War is never wanted, but for a
soldier it is inevitable that sometime in our
careers we will be deployed into harm’s way.
As chaplains we are to be prepared to serve
them in all circumstances. I truly want to
thank the Military Chaplain Association for
the scholarship that helped me finish this last
year of seminary and to further my value as a
future chaplain.

Free Travel Benefit for MCA

The Military Chaplains Association has partnered with
Government Vacation Rewards to provide exclusive
access to travel discounts. When you enroll and take
advantage of this free program, you’ll immediately receive
$150 in travel savings that can be used on hotels, resorts,
flights, cruises, and car rentals.

Current offers include:
7-Night Beach
Las Vegas
4-Day Western Hotels
Resorts
Caribbean
from as low as
from
Cruises
$

60

per night

from

30

$

$

Flights
from

23 $111

per night

per day

round trip
(select cities)

Enrolling provides you access to these deals and thousands more.
ACTIVATE YOUR FREE TRAVEL BENEFIT
by visiting https://www.govvacationrewards.com/MCA.
All Military Chaplain Association members, active duty military,
veterans, retirees, government contractors and their families are
qualified for this benefit.
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Nominations Sought
As we approach our October Annual Meeting, we are seeking volunteers and nominees for four positions on the National Executive
Committee and one on the Finance Committee for terms ending in 2018.
Rotating off the NEC are David DeDonato (USA-Ret), Marvin Mills (VA & USA-Ret), Jeffrey Saville (USN) and Robert Hicks (USAF).
Since Ch. Hicks was appointed to fill an unexpired term, he is eligible for election to a full term.
Rotating off the Finance Committee is Jan McCormack (USAF). In addition to a successor for her, Joanne Martindale (USA; appointed to
an unexpired term) will be eligible for the term ending in 2017.
Nominations (and self-nominations) should be submitted to Michael McCoy (Michael.McCoy@va.gov) or Arthur Pace (arthurpace@
gmail.com) or mail to the MCA Office

Orlando in October
We are still a few months away from our Annual Meeting &
National Institute in Orlando, but if you’re planning to enjoy the
Disney theme parks while you’re there, you can go to http://www.
mydisneymeetings.com/moaamca/ for special prices.

u

Disney’s Winter Summerland or Disney’s Fantasia Gardens 		
Miniature Golf Courses (before 4 p.m.)

u

A round of golf at Disney’s Oak Trail Golf Course

These tickets offer pre-arrival savings of 10% on Full-Multi-Day
(2 days or longer) Tickets and include a complimentary bonus visit
to an additional Disney Experience at any one of the following
(additional details are listed on the web site):

The site also contains partial-day tickets, After-2 pm and After-4 pm
tickets, which are exclusive to the meetings of MCA and MOAA.

u

Disney’s Typhoon Lagoon Water Park

u

Disney’s Blizzard Beach Water Park

u

DisneyQuest® Indoor Interactive Theme Park

u

ESPN Wide World of Sports Complex

Publish Your Articles
If you are a young chaplain, publishing your articles can be an
excellent way to enhance your resume for the future. If you
are a senior chaplain, you articles will share your experience,
strength, and wisdom with others. If you are retired, your
experience of transition and civilian life can give hope beyond
the uniform.

The MCA provides two opportunities for members to
publish their articles and books, and we seriously desire your
writing! Submit your articles for publication on issues and
concerns facing chaplains in and out of federal service: Voices
of Chaplaincy or The Military Chaplain magazine. Submit your
articles to the National Office by mail or e-mail.
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“Chaplain Green – a Parable”
By Mel Brinkley, Tucson, AZ
(The names in this story have been changed.)
On their first day out in the field, Sergeant Brown noticed Chaplain Green filling up his canteen
from what is known as a “water buffalo.” The water buffalo had the words “water, non-potable”
in large black lettering on its sides. Sergeant Brown remarked casually that he hoped Chaplain
Green was not planning on drinking that water.
Chaplain Green scoffed and said it looked and smelled fine to him.
For the rest of the day and far into the night, Sergeant Brown heard Chaplain Green bemoaning
his great discomfort to his Maker.
The next day Sergeant Brown offered to show Chaplain Green how to orient a map by using a
compass. Chaplain Green, not fully recovered from his previous gaffe, growled that he had a
GPS in his cell phone and that he didn’t need that ‘Old School’ baloney. Sergeant Brown knew,
from his experiences in Afghanistan, that you can’t always rely on the electronic wizardry of
satellite signals and other high tech gadgets but he let it go for the time being.
The next day, Chaplain Green triumphantly displayed a mysterious zip lock bag he had found
in the bivouac area. Sergeant Brown urged caution but Chaplain Green smirked dismissively,
opened the zip lock bag, licked the tip of his pinky finger, dipped it delicately into the white
powder and then placed a minute amount of the mysterious powder on his tongue – just like he
had seen done by the detectives on his favorite TV crime show. Within a few minutes, Chaplain
Green turned beet red and stopped breathing. Sergeant Brown cringed for a split second and
then dutifully performed the most distasteful act of his entire military career – mouth-to-mouth
resuscitation - on an officer. Sergeant Brown found out later that the white powder was not a
street drug, as Chaplain Green had suspected, but the contents of a tear gas grenade.
After Chaplain Green fully recovered and returned to duty, he sheepishly muttered to Sergeant
Brown, “Thank you for saving my life. I guess there’s nothing like a near death experience to get
someone’s attention.”
Sergeant Brown, his voice low and solid, said that he could tell other enlisted personnel that they
have two choices - they can either listen to him or wish they had - but he couldn’t really say that
to a chaplain because that would be disrespectful.
From that moment on Chaplain Green paid rapt attention to every word Sergeant Brown said
and they lived happily ever after. Now, just because Chaplain Green and Sergeant Brown lived
happily ever after, doesn’t make this story a fairy tale because similar events really did happen
to a chaplain I know personally who, thanks to his chaplain’s assistant, lived through many
deployments and presently enjoys a rich and rewarding retirement.
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WANTED: CAP Chaplains
The Civil Air Patrol is looking for volunteers to serve as CAP (USAF Aux.) chaplains.
They need chaplains throughout the country, but Jim Lowther particularly needs
three chaplains in the Washington, DC area.
Remember, you can be “dual-hatted” to serve as a CAP Chaplain.
Contact:
Chaplain (Lt. Col.) James Lowther
Natcap Wing Chaplain
Email: pastorjimlowther@hotmail.com

90th Anniversary
Challenge Coins
In commemoration of the 90th anniversary of the MCA, we will have a new challenge coin struck for
our October Annual Meeting. The pre-order price will be $10.00. After the meeting, any remaining
coins will be available for $12.00. Send an email to the National Office to secure your coin. Online
purchases will be available soon.
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Called to be a Hero
to America’s heroes?

Earn your Master of Arts, Master of Divinity, or Doctor of Ministry in
Chaplaincy through a combination of on-campus and online courses.
CIU’s Chaplaincy Program specializes in the
eight functional areas of professional chaplaincy:

Dr. Michael Langston
Retired Navy Chaplain
CIU Chaplaincy Program

• Military
• Corporate
• Healthcare
• Public Safety

• Institutional
• Sports
• Educational
• Disaster Relief

“CIU’s chaplaincy program is the
most in-depth and comprehensive
I’ve seen. I endorse it 100%.”
Chaplain (MG) Doug Carver, USA, Ret.
Former U.S. Army Chief of Chaplains

If you’re serious about chaplaincy, choose Columbia International University. Contact us today!

www.ciu.edu
(800) 777-2227, ext. 5024 | yesciu@ciu.edu

The Emerson Foundation
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The Emerson Foundation was established in 1991 by the
Trustees of the Military Chaplains Association to provide a
means whereby members and friends could contribute to the
Investment Fund. The Foundation was named for Chaplain
William Emerson, the first chaplain in the military, being a
pastor of the fighting congregation at Concord, Massachusetts. When the alarm was sounded by Amos Melvan that the
British were afoot, Chaplain Emerson was the first to arrive.
While the Continental Congress did not take action to establish the chaplaincy until July 19, 1775, Chaplain Emerson is
honored as the first chaplain in the Revolution.

Oak Leaf Cluster worn
on the ribbon; Emerson’s
given in someone else’s
name are marked with
a Silver Service Star.
Five Emersons ($5000)
are awarded a Silver
Medallion and Plaque;
ten Emersons ($10,000)
receive a Gold Medallion
and Plaque.

The Foundation works to support our special organization
for chaplains and all that we do. Each year at our National
Institute members of the Foundation are honored for
their dedication to the Association and new members are
inducted. Membership can be granted by the Trustees only
to those who have contributed $1,000.00 or more to the
Foundation. Each member is presented a medallion and
plaque. Subsequent Emerson donations are marked with an

Appreciation is expressed to all our Emerson Foundation
members for their generous support that strengthens the
voice of MCA today and helps to secure the future of MCA
in perpetuity.
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The Emerson Fund is used to support the Operating Fund of
the Military Chaplains Association but may be directed to
any use by the National Executive Committee.

Funding the MCA
In order to maintain and grow the ministries of the Military Chaplains Association, each of us plays an important part. Here are
ways you can help:
Renew Annual Membership. By renewing your annual regular
or associate membership, we can better plan our 2015 budget. Use
the link on our website (www.mca-usa.org) or send a check to the
national office with “2015 Renewal” on the memo line.
Become a Member for Life. Life membership benefits you in several ways - helps you avoid becoming a lost shepherd; keeps the
annual renewal mail out of your mailbox; earns you the gratitude
of the leadership; if you plan to live at least 8 more years, it saves
you money.
Charitable Giving. Include the MCA in your annual tithe at a
level of 1% of your income (a tithe of your tithe). If that isn’t possible, how about $10 per month?
90 Years - 90 dollars. 2015 marks the 90th year since the beginning of the MCA as the Army Chaplains Association. During this
anniversary year, we encourage each of our members and supporters to contribute $90 to the operating fund or the scholarship fund.
Emerson Foundation. Donate $1,000 in any calendar year specified to the Foundation. Become a multi-year donor and/or give in
the name of your spouse or an honored friend.
Congregational Offerings. If every one of our members serving
or worshiping in civilian congregations would ask their people to
take a designated offering for the work of the MCA one time each
year, our budget would be solidly funded.

advertise in our quarterly magazine? Send their contact information to the National Office and we will make the inquiry.
Chaplain Candidate Scholarships. Each year we give three
$1,000 scholarships to support the education of chaplain candidates. We would gladly accept sponsorships for each of them.
Bequests and insurance. Consult with your financial advisor
about how to leave a portion of your estate to the MCA when you
finish your ministry on earth.
IRA Charitable Rollover. When lawmakers reconvened for a
post-elections session in November, they were expected to address
the package of expired tax provisions known as extenders, among
which is the IRA Charitable Rollover. Check with your tax advisor
to learn more.
Amazon Smile. Every time you shop on Amazon.com, the company will make a donation to us ... if you direct them to do so.
Government Vacation Rewards not only provides exclusive
access to travel discounts to members of the MCA, it also donates
part of your purchase back to the Association.
Donate a Car. The MCA is able to receive car donations (whether
or not they are in working order). If you or someone you know has
a vehicle in need of repair, redemption, resurrection or recycling,
we can make that happen. You will get a charitable deduction;
the MCA will receive money from the recycler. Donations can be
made online at http://www.v-dac.com or phoned in to 1-877-9998322.

Magazine advertising. Do you know someone who might want to

Randy and Diane Cash are our
newest Emerson members. The
medals were presented to Randy
at the recent NEC meeting in South
Carolina by President Greg Caiazzo
and Executive Director Robert
Certain. Randy serves as national
chaplain of the American Legion.
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NEC Meeting
In April, MCA officers, members of the staff, the National
Executive Committee and the Finance Committee met at
Ft. Jackson, SC, for their biannual in-person meeting to
discuss our current work and to plan for the future. We
heard reports on the Chaplain Candidate Mentor program
and a new initiative for Professional Chaplaincy, and
adopted the Strategic Plan proposed by Deputy Executive
Director Lyman Smith. Each member present made
commitments to advance the work of the Association and
we left with a new sense of purpose and confidence.
Sam Boone did an outstanding job of making all the
arrangements, including a lunch meeting with the South
Carolina MCA chapter. Ken Colton provided us with a
delightful dinner cruise on his Spirit of Lake Murray.
Seated: Mike McCoy (former President), Lyman Smith (Deputy Executive
Director), Jim Howell (Secretary), Jan McCormack (Finance Committee), Mike
Langston (Executive Committee), Dave DeDonato (EC)
Standing: Dan DeBlock (webmaster), Robert Hicks (EC), Lem Boyles (EC),
Joanne Martindale (FC), Robert Certain (Executive Director), Greg Caiazzo
(President), Clark McGriff (EC), Gary Hedges (EC).
Present but not in photo: Art Pace (Vice President), Clifton Montgomery (EC)

Staying Connected
The Military Chaplain is one of four tools we use to keep up with you and to keep you informed about the work of the MCA,
about deaths of our friends, and about events of interest to our members.
A second tool is our weekly e-mail NEWSGRAM. If you do not currently receive it, you can go on online to www.mca-usa.org
and click on Sign up for our Email Newsletter and complete the form. We send the NEWSGRAM on Wednesday morning. If you
decide at some point you no longer want it, you can “unsubscribe” and we’ll never be able to add you back (only you can do that).
The third tool is the good old United States Post Office. In addition to the magazine, we send out annual renewal notices,
registration forms for our Annual Meeting & National Institute, and other very occasional mail that can’t wait for a magazine.
Our fourth tool is our website (www.mca-usa.org). On the website you can update your contact information, join or renew your
membership, donate to the work of the MCA, register for the National Institute, and read back issues of The Military Chaplain.
Remember, the only way we can keep up with you is if you keep up with us.

MCA – Be a part
Join the MCA or renew your membership.
Sign up for our weekly e-mail Newsgram.
Not a member? Subscribe to The Military Chaplain magazine.
Donate: $10.00 per month per member will expand our ministries and secure our future.

Accomplish it all online at www.mca-usa.org
Continue to minister to other veterans when you return to civilian life.
Contact the National Office about forming a new chapter in your local area.
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Advocating for Chaplains
in the DOD and DVA

One of the core functions of the Military Chaplains
Association is Advocacy – for chaplains, for members
of the Armed Forces, for veterans and for families. Most
of the work is done behinds the scene through active
coordination with endorsers of chaplains (NCMAF and
ECVAC), with the offices of the Chiefs of Chaplains
(Army, Navy, Air Force, Veterans Affairs, and Civil
Air Patrol), and through our presence at the monthly
meetings of the Military Coalition. When the officers
and staff of the MCA hear of any concern threatening
the First Amendment rights of members of the Armed
Forces, we first check with the Chiefs for their guidance
to understand better the nature of the controversy.
We try always to avoid reporting exaggerations and

distortions. We believe the Chiefs of Chaplains are doing
an exemplary job of supporting our chaplains in the field
and of ensuring the Constitutional rights of all service
members and veterans.
When we find it important to engage in direct political
action, we do so through the Military Coalition.
Deputy Executive Director Lyman Smith [CAPT,
CHC, USN-Ret] represents us in the monthly meetings
and coordinates our input into the meetings and our
support of various letters sent to the White House and/
or Congress addressing important issues affecting active
duty, and veterans, and their families. Our combined
voice is stronger than any one voice.

The Military Coalition
The Military Coalition
Air Force Association (AFA)
Air Force Sergeants Association (AFSA)
Air Force Women Officers Association (AFWOA)
American Veterans (AMVETS)
Army Aviation Association of the United States (AAAA)
Association of Military Surgeons of the United States
(AMSUS)
Association of the United States Army (AUSA)
Association of the United States Navy (AUSN)
Commissioned Officers Association of the United States Public
Health Service (COA)
Chief Warrant Officers Association of the US Coast Guard
(CWOA)
Enlisted Association of the National Guard of the United States
(EANGUS)
Fleet Reserve Association (FRA)
Gold Star Wives of America (GSW)
Iraq and Afghanistan Veterans of America

Jewish War Veterans of the United States of America (JWV)
Marine Corps League (MCL)
Military Chaplains Association of the USA (MCA)
Military Officers Association of America (MOAA)
Military Order of the Purple Heart (MOPH)
National Association for Uniformed Services (NAUS)
National Guard Association of the US (NGAUS)
National Military Family Association (NMFA)
Naval Enlisted Reserve Association (NERA)
Non-Commissioned Officers Association (NCOA)
Reserve Enlisted Association (REA)
Reserve Officers Association (ROA)
The Retired Enlisted Association (TREA)
United States Army Warrant Officers Association (USAWOA)
USCG Chief Petty Officers Association (CPOA)
Veterans of Foreign Wars (VFW)
Vietnam Veterans of America (VVA)
Wounded Warrior Project (WWP)

ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS

The MCA sends a weekly email “Newsgram” to members and subscribers. If you are not receiving
it, you can sign up for it on our web page (www.mca-usa.org) or send us a note with your current
or best address to chaplains@mca-usa.org so we can update our database.
Please keep all your information up to date by using the Members tab on the MCA webpage.
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Holy Days and Holidays
JULY 2015

SEPTEMBER 2015

2 US Army Air Corps established (1926)
Asalha Puja Day ** - Buddhist
4 Independence Day
9 Martyrdom of the Bab * - Baha’i
13 Ulambana - Obon ** - Buddhist
15 Saint Vladimir Day - Christian
18-21 Eid al Fitr * - Islam
		(begins sundown on 17)
23 Emperor Haile Selassi I birthday - Rastafari
24 Pioneer Day - Mormon Christian
27 Korean War Ended (1953)
26 Tish’a B’av * - Jewish
		 (begins sundown on 25)
28 World War I Began (1914)

1 Ecclesiastical year begins 		
Orthodox Christian
2 V-J Day: Japan Signed Formal
		 Surrender (1945)
5 Krishna Janmashtami ** - Hindu
7 Labor Day
8 Nativity of Mary - Christian
10 US Naval Sea Cadet Corps
		 Incorporated (1962)
11 Patriot Day & National Day of Service
		 and Remembrance
13 Grandparents Day
		 Rosh Hashana Begins – Jewish
14 Elevation of the Life Giving Cross 		 Holy Cross Day - Christian
		 “Star Spangled Banner”
		 written by Francis Scott Key (1814)
17 Constitution and Citizenship Day
		 US Constitution Approved (1787)
Ganesh Chaturthi ** - Hindu
18 US Air Force established (1947)
		 POW/MIA Recognition Day
Paryushana Parva ** - Jains
22 Equinox
		 Waqf al Arafa - Hajj * - Islam
		
(begins sundown on 21)
23 Mabon * - Wicca/Pagan northern hemisphere
		 Ostata * - Wicca/Pagan southern hemisphere
23-26 Eid al Adha - Sacrifice Day * - Islam
		
(begins sundown on 22)
27 Gold Star Mothers’ Day
Meskel- Ethiopian Orthodox Christian
29 Michael and All Angels - Christian
28 Sukkot * - Jewish   (begins sundown on 27)
29 St. Michael & All Angels – Christian

AUGUST 2015
1 Lammas - Christian
		 Fast in Honor of the Holy Mother
		 of Jesus - Orthodox Christian
		 Lughanssad - Imbolc * - Wicca/Pagan
		
Northern and southern hemispheres
		 US Air Force Day
4 US Coast Guard Established (1790)
6 Transfiguration of the Lord 		
Orthodox Christian
7 Purple Heart Medal Established (1782)
		 Vietnam War Began (1964)
13-15 Obon ** - Shinto
14 Japan Surrendered, Ending WWII (1945)
		 National Navajo Code Talkers Day
15 Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary 		
Catholic Christian
		 Dormition of the Theotokos 		
Orthodox Christian
16 National Airborne Day
19 National Aviation Day
26 Women’s Equality Day
29 Raksha Bandhan ** - Hindu
		 Beheading of John the Baptist - Christian
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Note: 1. * Holy days usually begin at sundown the
		
day before this date.
      
2. ** Local or regional customs may use a
			 variation of this date.

Taps
Since the Spring 2015 issue of The Military Chaplain, we have heard about some of our chaplains who have gone to their greater reward.

Arvid E. Bidne
CAPT, CHC, USN, Ret
Lutheran (ELCA)
North Oaks, MN
Joined MCA 1975
Deceased 24 Jan 2015
Everett E. Gerdes
Ch, Col, USAF, Ret
Lutheran (MS)
Las Cruces, NM
Deceased 16 Mar 2015

Adlai C. Holler, Jr.
Ch, Col, USAF, Ret
United Methodist
Summerville, SC
Joined MCA 1968
Life Member 1983
Deceased 10 Mar 2015

Jeremiah J. Rodell
Ch, BG, USAF, Ret
Roman Catholic
Chicago, IL
Deceased 17 April 2015

John Wagener
CH (COL), USA, RET
Roman Catholic
San Antonio, TX
Deceased 26 Feb 2015

Philip Silverstein
CH (LTC) USA, Ret
Jewish
Columbia, SC
Joined MCA 1971
Deceased 4 May 2015

Welcome
New Life Members
Ivan B. Burnett
CAPT, CHC, USN, Ret
United Methodist
Tucson, AZ
Joined MCA 2000
Scott Henry
Ch, Col, USAF, Ret
United Methodist
Antioch, TN
Lisa Pineau
Ch, Maj, USAF, Ret
Christian Church,
Disciples of Christ
San Antonio, TX
Joined MCA 2015
James E. Rayburn
CH (LTC) USA, Ret
Chaplain DVA
Pentecostal Church of
God
Versailles, KY
Joined MCA 2011
Harold L. Robinson
RADM, CHC, USN, Ret
Jewish
Centerville, MA

Ronald D. Skaggs
Chaplain, DVA
Assembly of God
Springdale, AR
Joined MCA 2011
Howard Stendahl
CH, Maj Gen, USAF
Evangelical Lutheran
Church
Washington, DC
Joined MCA 2015

New Annual
Members

Larry G. Aaron
Ch, Capt, CAP
Cooperative Baptist
Danville, VA
David Adelusi
CH (CPT) USA
Protestant
Hanford, CT
Mark Bell
Ch, Maj, USAF/CAP
Churches of Christ
White Lake, MI

Reginald Cleveland
Ch, LtCol, USAF, Ret
National Baptist
Henrico, VA

Mark Smith
CAPT, CHC, USN
Presbyterian USA
Columbia, SC

Bobby Farmer
Chaplain, DVA
Presbyterian (PCA)
Columbia, SC

Pete Sniffin
Ch, Col, USAF
Presbyterian (PCA)
Columbia, SC

Leonard Hale
Ch, Maj, CAP
Ind. Fundamental Church
Kansas City, MO

Chris VanInwagen
Chaplain, DVA
Baptist General
Conference
Evergreen, CO

Samuel Hook
CH (CPT) USA, Fmr
United Methodist
Columbus, NC
T. J. Jenney
Ch, Capt, CAP
United Church of Christ
West Lafayette, IN
Dallas Little
Ch, Maj, USAF
United Methodist
Andrews AFB, MD

New Associate
Members

Ramiro Hernandez
CH (CPT) TX State Guard
United Full Gospel
Robstown, TX
Leland E. Weeks, III
CH (1LT) Texas State
Guard
Baptist
Cedar Park, TX

Kenneth J. Rodes
CDR, CHC, USN, Ret
Roman Catholic
Tampa, FL
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Thank You
Mrs. Verona Highsmith in memory of Ch. Darrell C.
Highsmith
Saint James Catholic Church in honor of Chaplain Greg
Caiazzo
Ch. Paul Easley in honor of Ch. Matt Zimmerman and in
memory of Chaplains Cecile Curry, Mitchell Johnson,
and John Blom
90th Anniversary
Ch. Philip Bliss
*Ch. Robert Certain
*Ch. David DeDonato
Ch. Harold Elmore
Mrs. Verona Highsmith
Mrs. Mary Johnson
*Ch. James Howell
Ch. Gerald Hutchinson
*Ch. Janet McCormack
Ch. James Oldham
Ch. William Schuermann
CSM James Schonefeld
*Ch. Lyman Smith
Ch. Michael Trachtenberg
Ch. David E. White

Operating Fund
Ch. Emory Anderson
Ch. William Bateman
*Ch. Lemuel Boyles
Ch. Edward Brogan
*Ch. Gregory Caiazzo
*Ch. Robert Certain
Ch. Radomir Chkautovich
Ch. William Cork
Ch. Daniel Davis
LTC Noel Dawes
*Ch. George Dobes
Ch. Edmond Ferguson
Ch. Fannalou Guggisberg
Minister Gregory Harrison
Ms. Michelle Hathaway
*Ch. Charles Howell

Ms. Ginny Lucas in honor of Chaplain Hal Barnes
Ms. Deborah Pounds in honor of the Louisiana National
Guard Chaplains
Ms. Kay Colbert in honor of Travis N. Sears
Mrs. Mary Johnson in memory of Ch. David H. Johnson Jr.
Zeiders Enterprises in memory of Paul F. Johnson
Ch. Margaret Kibben
*Ch. Michael Langston
LTC Charles Lercara
*Ch. Clifton Montgomery
*Ch. Arthur Pace
Ch. George Paul
*Ch. Jeffrey Saville
Ch. James Shaw
Ch. Eldon Smith
Ch. Terry Sparks
Ch. Robert Sugg
Ch. Cassandra Thomas
Ch. Paul Vicalvi
Ch. Michael Willer
Adaville United Methodist
Church
Amazon Smile

Knights Of Columbus St.
Joseph Council, No. 3814
Leonard F Stegman Living
Trust
Marine Corps Base Camp
Pendleton ROF
Paypal Giving Fund
United Way California
Capital Region
United Way of
Greater Philadelphia &
Southern New Jersey
Wreaths Across America
*Denotes Officers, Staff,
Executive or Finance
Committees
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For more information call

(703) 533-5890

Please address inquiries or requests
to Editor at chaplains@mca-usa.org
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Extraordinary training for chaplains . . . and so much more
Affordable: MDiv (Chaplaincy focus) with $4500 guaranteed scholarship annually for chaplain candidates
Attainable: DMin in Chaplaincy Studies for all Active Duty, Reserve and Guard Chaplains with up to four
seminars credit granted for in-service military chaplaincy training
Adaptable: Non-cohort DMin program lets you begin anytime,
complete at your own pace
Advanced: Counseling, Bioethics, Homiletics, and World
Religions study opportunities suitable for ThM and other
government sponsored post-graduate training
For program details contact Dr. Ken Botton,
Coordinator of Chaplaincy Studies at
kbotton@tiu.edu or visit teds.edu/chaplain

